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By Hans Delfs and Manfred Knebusch*) at Regensburg 
Introduction 
This paper is written in the terminology of semialgebraic spaces and semialgebraic 
maps over an arbitrary real closed field R, developed in [ D K ] . *) We are only able to 
handle affine semialgebraic spaces, but this should suffice for most applications. Roughly 
an affine semialgebraic space M ( [ D K ] , § 7) is a semialgebraic subset of the set V(R) of 
rational points of some affine algebraic variety V over R, "regarded without reference 
to the embedding Ma V(R)'\ and a semialgebraic map f:M—*N between such spaces 
is a continuous map which has a semialgebraic graph. Semialgebraic maps are our 
substitute for continuous maps in classical topology over R Notice that any semialgebraic 
subset M of the set of rational points of a quasiprojective variety over R is an affine 
semialgebraic space [ D K ] , § 7. 
§ 1 contains the basis of all our proofs in this paper. This is a careful examination of 
the roots of a finite system of polynomials in one variable whose coefficients are 
polynomials in a system of parameters varying in some semialgebraic subset of Rn. 
Something like our Lemma 1.1 seems to be the heart of every semialgebraic method 
and occurs in the literature — mainly for R=R — at so many places that it is useless 
to write down references. 
In § 2 we prove that it is possible to "triangulate" any affine semialgebraic space M 
and at the same time any finite family Ml9..., Mr of semialgebraic subspaces of M with 
finitely many open simplices, cf. [L ] , [Hi] for R=F. If the spaces M, Ml9..., Mr are 
complete ( [ D K ] , §9) this is also a triangulation in the traditional sense by closed 
simplices: We obtain a semialgebraic isomorphism ij/: \K\R ^ M with \K\R the realiza-
tion over R of an abstract finite simplicial complex K (§ 2, Def. 4 and 5) such that every 
\l/"1(Mj) is the realization \Lj\R of some subcomplex L> of K. 
*) Supported in part by DFG. 
*) A survey on the main results in [DK] and § 2—§ 5 of the present paper has been given in [ D K J . 
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Let now (Af, A) be a pair of complete affine semialgebraic spaces and let 
+ :(\K\M9\L\J*(M9A) 
be a triangulation of this pair. Then it is tempting to define for any abelian group G 
"semialgebraic" homology groups HP(M9A;G) as the abstract simplicial groups 
H (K9 L ; G)9 and to do the same in cohomology. The question whether this definition 
makes sense, i.e. whether these groups HQ(M9 A; G) and HQ(M9 A;G) are independent 
of the chosen triangulation and have similar properties as in the classical singular 
theory, has been answered affirmatively in the first author's thesis [D] . The classical 
approach by simplicial and singular chains is blocked up if the base field R is non 
archimedian, since the standard technique to make such simplices "small" by iterated 
barycentric subdivision is impossible. They just do not become small. But the — now 
also classical — approach by Alexander-Spanier cohomology and sheaf cohomology can 
be modified to work over any real closed field R. In [D] homology and cohomology 
groups HQ(M9A;G)9 HQ(M9A;G) with satisfactory properties are more generally 
defined for arbitrary pairs (Af, A) of affine semialgebraic spaces. This does not cause 
serious additional difficulties, since every affine semialgebraic space Af is the union of 
a filtered system (Afja e / ) of complete subspaces AfÄ which are strong deformation 
retracts of Af. 
Some technical points in [D] are rather complicated. In § 3 we try to explain 
as far as possible why semialgebraic homology and cohomology groups exist and have 
good properties, without going into technical details. Full proofs should be published, 
but we feel that it now is more important to explicate how semialgebraic homology 
works and what can be done with it, and this is the theme of the present paper. 
Anyway, the thesis [D] is available on request for the interested reader. 
If J? is a real closed field containing R then as a consequence of Tarski's principle 
we have an evident natural functor Af —• Af (/?), called "base extension", from the 
category of semialgebraic spaces and maps over R to the corresponding category for R. 
This is explicated for affine semialgebraic spaces in § 4 and in general in [D] , §9 . Any 
triangulation of a pair (Af, A) over R yields by base extension a triangulation of the 
pair (M(R)9 A(R)). Thus we obtain natural isomorphisms 
HQ(M9 A; G) * HQ(M(R)9 A(R); G) 
for the semialgebraic homology groups and also for the cohomology groups (§ 4). 
Starting from this fact we pursue the goal to transfer results from classical 
homology theory to algebraic varieties and their semialgebraic subsets over an arbitrary 
real closed field R. The idea is always to obtain a given situation over R by extension 
from a similar situation over the field R0 of real algebraic numbers, then to make 
base extension from RQ to P and to compare the (co)homology groups in these three 
cases. 
In § 5 we establish in this way Alexander-Poincar6 duality for, say, the space 
V(R) of rational points of a smooth variety over R and its semialgebraic subsets, 
provided V(R) is complete. Application to spheres yields a semialgebraic version of the 
generalized Jordan curve theorem and Brower's theorem of invariance of domain in the 
usual way. Similarly many other classical results can be transferred to arbitrary real 
closed fields, as for example the Borsuk-Ulam theorem and Lefschetz duality theory. 
But all these results could equally well be established without reference to the field 
R = P directly by pursuing those classical proofs which work with simplicial methods. 
Thus our use of Tarski's principle here — concealed in the theory of base extension — 
is "innocent". 
For reference to classical homology theory we need a book which stresses sim-
plicial methods without using the modern approach by semisimplicial complexes. Semi-
simplicial complexes would cause unnecessary complications, since they automatically 
have infinitely many simplices, while all our geometric complexes have to be finite by the 
very nature of semialgebraic methods. We have chosen the excellent book of Maunder [ M ] . 
In the last two sections 7 and 8 we generalize some well known theorems on the 
homology of V(P) for a possibly singular algebraic variety over P to varieties over 
arbitrary real closed fields. These are: Milnor's theorem on the sum of the Betti 
numbers of V(P) ( [Mi] , cf. also [T]); Sullivan's theorem that all local Euler charac-
teristics of V(P) are odd ([Su], [BV] , [ / / J ) ; and the theorem on the existence of a 
fundamental class of V(P) by Borel and Haefliger [BH] , § 3. For the last topic we have 
to assume that V(R) is complete, since we do not have an analogue of Borel-Moore 
homology at our disposal. 
A l l known proofs of these results in the case R=P use transcendental tools in 
an essential way. Thus our use of Tarski's principle here is more remarkable and more 
problematic. There remains the task to find semialgebraic proofs which work equally 
well for all real closed fields. 
The basis of our transfer method in § 7 and § 8 is a theorem on the generic local 
triviality of semialgebraic families (§ 6, Theorem 6. 4), which deserves independent interest. 
Such a theorem has been established before in the case R = P by R. Hardt [H] . Our 
theorem is more general even in the case R = P, and the proof seems to be simpler 
than Hardt's proof even in this case. The greater generality makes the proof easier. 
The results of § 1—§5 are already contained in the first author's thesis [D] up 
to very minor modifications. There is a further topic in [D] which we mention but do 
not explicate here for lack of space:2) There exists a purely algebraic description of 
the groups Hq(V(R), G) for a quasiprojective variety Kover Ä a s "real-etale" cohomology 
groups, similar to M . Artin's description of the classical groups Hq(V(C), G) for V 
an algebraic variety over C and G finite as etale cohomology groups [SGA 4, 3]; 
Exp. X I and X V I , 4. The real case is much easier than the complex case. 
The second author gratefully acknowledges support by the Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft while working on parts of this paper during a two months stay at the 
University of California at Berkeley 1980. He also thanks this university and in particular 
Prof. T. Y . Lam for generous hospitality. 
2) cf. also [CRC], where it has first been shown that the "real etale topos" of V and the semialgebraic 
topos of V(R) are equivalent. 
§ 1. The roots of a system of polynomials 
Our goal in this section is to prove the following lengthy but fundamental lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Let M19..Mr be semialgebraic subsets of Rn and let Pl9..., Pp be 
non zero polynomials in w+1 variables Xl9...9Xn9 T with coefficients in the real closed 
field R. Assume that the leading coefficient a{(Xl9..., Xn) of Pt as a polynomial in T does 
not vanish at any point of M\— Mx u ••• u M r . Then there exists a decomposition 
M = At u ••• u At of M into disjoint semialgebraic subsets Ak and there exist semialgebraic 
functions A*, l^j^r(k)9 on every Ak9 i^k^d9 with the following properties i)—vii). 
We denote by n: Ä n + 1 - » Rn the projection (xl9. ..9xn9i)t-+ (xi9..., xn) and by Zkj the 
set { (x ,A)(x) ) |xe4J . 
i) For every k and i either Akc:Mi or Ak n Mt = Q (l^k^d, l^i^r). 
ii) For every xeAk X\(x)< < -•. <tf(k)(x) (l^k^d). 
iii) For every derivative dlP((X9 T)/dTl of any of the polynomials P{ with respect 
to T and any k9 l^k^d9 either dlP{{x9 T)/dTl = 0 for every xeAk9 or there exists a 
subset J(i9 /, k) of { 1 , . . . , r(k)} such that for every xeAk the values tf(x)9 jeJ(i919 k)9 
are precisely all zeros ofdlP{{x9 T)/d P. 
iv) For every k and I either AkaÄl or Akn Ät = Q (1 ^ k, l^d). 
v) If Akcz Äx then for every set Zli9 1 <Z i g r(/), there exists a unique j9 1 ^ r(k)9 
such that 
Z H c n \ A k ^ Z k r 
vi) If AkciÄl then for every set Zkj9 l^j^r(k)9 there exists some i9 l ^ / ^ r ( / ) , 
such that ZkjczZl{ {so9 by property v), Zkj = Zli n T T " 1 ^ ) ) -
vii) If AkczÄl and Zkja ZXi then the function f\AkKjAx-+R defined by f\Ak = k) 
andf\At = Xf is semialgebraic. 
To prove this we first recall that the real roots of a polynomial in one variable over 
R can be regarded as functions of the coefficients with semialgebraic graph ([C], § 1), 
and that the image of a semialgebraic set in Rn+1 under n is a semialgebraic set in 
Rn (Tarski). Thus we can find a decomposition M=AX u ••• u Ad of M into disjoint 
semialgebraic sets with the following properties: 
1) For every k and i either AkaMt or Ak n M f = 0 (1 ^ k^d9 l^i^r). 
2) For every k and i (l^k^d9 l^i^p) and every / ^ 0 the polynomial 
dlPi(x9 T)/dTl either vanishes identically for every xeAk or has r(k9 i91) (independent 
of x) real roots 
< täk (*) < < H"k,u I U W » 
and the functions jx)lk on Ak have semialgebraic graphs. 
3) Any two of these root functions p!jk9 p%k on Ak either coincide or they do 
not meet, i.e. we have either pjk(x) = p^k(x) for all xeAh or ii%(x)^ßk(x) for all 
xeAk. 
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We then find functions A } , . . . , A * ( k ) on Ak with semialgebraic graphs such that 
Af(x)4= A*(x) for all xeAk if i"4v and such that for every root n)lk there is some m, 
l^m<£r(fc) , with A*(x) = fi!jk(x) for all xeAk. Since ^ k is the disjoint union of the sets 
{x 6 Ak\kk(1)(x) < A* ( 2 )(x) < < kk„(rm(x)} 
with a running through the permutations of {1, 2 , . . . , r(&)}, we may assume after a 
further subdivision of the sets Ak that for every x e Ak 
kk(x)<..-<kkrik)(x). 
Each function A* is a simple root of one of the polynomials dlPt/dTl everywhere on Ak. 
Thus we derive from the implicit function theorem (cf. [ D K ] , 6. 9), that A* is con-
tinuous in the strong topology, hence a semialgebraic function. The decomposition 
(Ak\ 1 ^k^d) of M and the functions A* already have the properties i)—iii) stated in the 
lemma. These properties do not get lost if we subdivide the sets Ak further, which is 
necessary to obtain iv)—vii). 
Remembering that the interior Ak of any set Ak with respect to Af is again 
semialgebraic (cf. [ D K ] , 7. 7) we can assume after a subdivision of the Ak that every 
Ak either is open in Af or has no interior points with respect to Af. 
We now define by induction on / semialgebraic sets Blj9 1 ^ j^s(l). Each set Btj 
will be contained in a (uniquely determined) set Aa(l j y As sets B0j we choose those 
sets Ak which are open in Af. Then 
5(0) 
B0:=M\[J B0j 
is closed in M and has no interior points with respect to M. Thus dim B0 < dim Af 
(c f . [DK] ,§8) . 
Assume that for some fixed m ^ l the sets Blj9 i^j^s(l)9 are already defined 
for all /<m. We introduce for every i<m the set 
/ i s(l) \ 
Bi:=M\l U U BU). 
\i=o j=l J 
Suppose Bm_x is not empty. We find a decomposition (Cs\sel) of Bm_x into finitely 
many disjoint semialgebraic subsets C s with the following properties: 
a) Each set Cs is contained in some Ak. 
b) If l<m and C s n Btj^9 then Q c ^ . 
c) If CsaAkn Blj9 l<m9 and i f Zki n n~l{Cs) has non empty intersection with 
the closure of Za(l j U nn"1(Blj) then Zki n 7r _ 1 (C s ) is contained in that closure. 
d) Either Cs is open in Bm.i or Ca has no interior points with respect to Bm_v 
We choose as sets Bmj9 1 ^ j^s(m)9 those sets C5 which are open.in Bm_v Then 
s(m) 
the set Bm9 defined by the same formula as the Bt above, is the complement of U Bmj 
in Bm_x and thus has smaller dimension than Bm_v This process of defining the sets 
Bij stops if Bm becomes empty. 
The family of these sets Bxj is a disjoint decomposition of M into disjoint semi-
algebraic sets which refines the original decomposition (Ak\l£k£d) of M . Changing 
notations we now call this decomposition (Ak\l^k^d). 
For this decomposition also the property iv) stated in the lemma holds true as a 
consequence of property b) above. Moreover as a consequence of c) above the following 
condition is fulfilled; 
(*) If AkczAt and Zkj n + then ZkjczZli. 
Consider now two different sets Ak9 Ax with AkcÄx. As mentioned above each 
function X) is a simple root of one of the polynomials dmPi/dTm. Hence we conclude 
from the implicit function theorem (cf. [ D K ] , 6. 9) that for every set Zkj9 l ^y^ r ( f c ) , 
the intersection of Zkj with the closure Zu of at least one set Z„, l ^ / ^ r ( / ) , cannot 
be empty. Then it follows from the just stated property (*) that ZkjczZXi. Thus our 
decomposition also fulfills vi). 
We now check the validity of v). Let again two different sets Ak and Ax be given 
with AkaÄx. From property (*) and the assumption that the leading coefficient 
am(Xl9..., Xn) of Pm vanishes nowhere on M (1 ^ mßo) we derive that Zxi n n~l(Ak) 
is the union of those Zkj which are contained in ZXi. Thus to prove v) it suffices to 
show that for a given point x in Ak there is a unique t e R with (x, i) eZXi. 
First we shall explain that there is at least one such value /. The leading coefficients 
of all non zero derivatives dlPJdTl9 considered as polynomials in T9 do not vanish 
at x. Thus it follows from a well known elementary estimate that all roots of these 
polynomials are bounded in an open bounded neighbourhood U of x in R". Therefore 
the closure ZXi n n~l(U) is a closed bounded subset of Rn+l. The image of this set 
under n is closed in Rn (cf. [ D K ] , 9. 4). It contains Ax n U9 and we conclude: 
xeAxn Uan(ZXi). 
Now we are left to show the following claim: 
(**) For every i , l ^ / ^ r ( / ) , and every xeAk there exists at most one point 
zeZXi with n(z) = x. 
Choose a non zero polynomial Q = dmPJdTm of minimal degree d in T with 
Q(y9 Al(y)) = 0 for all ye Ax. We prove the claim by induction on d. Since the leading 
coefficient of Q vanishes nowhere on M the degree of Q(y,T) is d for every ye M. 
If d-\ the polynomial Q(x9 T) is linear and the claim is evident. Now assume d> 1, 
and that the claim is true for degree < d. Suppose that (x, tx) and (x, t2) are different 
points of Zli9 say tt<t2. There exists a root t of dQ(x9 T)/dT with t1<t<t2 and 
Q(x9 04=0. This value Ms a simple root of some derivative dßQ(x9 T)/dTß9 j i S j l . The 
degree of the polynomial S:=dßQ/dTfA in T is smaller than d. By the implicit function 
theorem there exists an open semialgebraic neighbourhood U of x in Rn and some 
6>0 such that the set of zeros of S(Xl9..., XH9 T) in £ / x ] f - e , t + a[ is the graph 
r(q>) of a semialgebraic function q>: U—»]/ — e91 + ß[ . 
We now choose a path a : [0,1] Rn+1 with a(0) = (x, tt) and a(]0, l ] ) c Z „ . This 
is possible by the curve selection lemma [ D K ] , 12. 1. There exists a unique connected 
component D of Axn U which contains rcoaQO, a[) for some a e ] 0 , 1 [ . Since D is 
connected we have (p\D = Xlj\D for some j, l^j^s(l). Now Xj is a simple root of S 
everywhere on Ax. We further have 
Km AJ0>) = *. 
yeD 
Certainly j+i9 since ß ( x , /)=)=0. Thus either Af >AJ everywhere on Ax or Aj<Aj every-
where on At. But % o a(]0, a[) is contained in Z), and 
lim Xftn o a(j)) = r 1 < r . 
s>0 
Thus certainly Af<Aj on ^ {i.e. i<j}. 
We now choose a path y: [0,1] —• Rn with y(0) = (x, f 2) and y(]0, l [ ) c Z n , again 
by use of the curve selection lemma. We introduce the semialgebraic set 
Ajo«(*))| j e ] 0 , l ] } , 
where S = noy. This set TV is bounded in R"*1 because the roots of all non zero 
derivatives of PH(X9 T) with respect to T are bounded over <5([0,1]). Thus n(N) is 
closed and contains <5Q0,1]). We conclude that there is a point (x, ?)e iV. Since 
Aj>Af, moreover 
I m ^ ) ) = / 2 
and (x, 7)eN9 we conclude that ? ^ / 2 - T h u s t h e P o i n t s (x9t) and (x, ?) of Ztj are 
certainly different. But Aj is a root of S on and 5 has degree < d with respect to T. 
This contradicts our induction hypothesis, and the claim (* *) is proved. Property v) is 
now verified. 
It remains to check property vii). So assume AkczAl9 k^l, and Z ^ c z Z ^ , and 
let / : Ak u Ax —* R be the function whose restriction to Ak is A* and to Ax is A;. Obviously 
/ has a semialgebraic graph, and this graph is closed in (Ak u Ax) x /?. It now suffices 
to check that the graph is locally bounded. Then we may conclude from [ D K ] , 9.10 
or [B], Prop. 8. 13. 8 that / is continuous. 
It is clear from our construction that Ax is disjoint from Ak. (This is also a formal 
consequence of property iv).) Thus At is open in Ax u Ak, and it suffices to study / in 
a neighbourhood of a given point x of Ak. Now Aj and then also A* is a root of a non 
zero derivative Q:=dmPJdTm of some Pß. Since the leading coefficient of Q does not 
vanish at x the roots of Q(y,T) are bounded for all y in a neighbourhood of x in Rn. 
Thus / i s indeed a semialgebraic function on Ak\j Ax> and Lemma 1. 1 is completely 
proved. 
§ 2. Triangulation of affine semialgebraic spaces 
We shall prove in this section that any affine semialgebraic space can be triangu-
lated. We first explain what is meant here by a triangulation. 
Definition 1. A n open n-simplex S over R is the interior of the convex closure of 
Ai+1 affinely independent points eQ9...9em in some affine space Rm: 
The points e09. .-,en9 which are uniquely determined by S9 are called the vertices of 5. 
(In the case « = 0 the open simplex with vertex e0 is the one point set {e0}.) 
A closed n-simplex over R is the closure S of an open w-simplex 5 in its embedding 
space Rm. We also call S the interior of S. The faces of S are the convex hulls of the 
non empty subsets of {e09el9.. ,9eH}. They are again closed simplices in Rm. The open 
faces of S are the interior of the faces of 5, and these sets are also called the open faces 
of S. 
Definition 2. A geometric simplicial complex over R is a pair (A^ (Si9 i e I))' con-
sisting of a semialgebraic subset X of an affine space Rm and a finite family of pairwise 
disjoint open simplices S( in Rm such that the following hold true. 
i) X is the union of all Si9 iel. 
ii) The intersection St n Sj of the closure of any two simplices Si9 Sj is either 
empty or a face of St as well as of Sj. 
The geometric simplicial complex (X, (Si9 i e I)) is called complete, if the semi-
algebraic space X is complete [ D K ] , §9 . This means: 
iii) For every je I, all open faces of Sj are again members of the family (Si9 iel). 
For every geometric simplicial complex (X, (Stl i e /)) in Rn the closure X of X 
in Rn can be made a complete simplicial complex (X9(Si9 iel)) in a unique way such 
that / c / and the new open simplices Si9 i e l \ l 9 are precisely all open faces of the 
Si9 i e / , which are not contained in X. We call (X9 (Si9 i e /)) the completion of 
Later we shall often briefly write "A™ for a geometric simplicial complex 
Definition 3. Let Af be a semialgebraic space over R and let A f l 9 . . . , htr be semi-
algebraic subsets of M. A triangulation of M is a triple (X9 (Si9iel)9 ij/) consisting of a 
geometric simplicial complex (X9 (Si9 ie/)) and a semialgebraic isomorphism i//:X^ M 
from the semialgebraic space X onto M. We then call the sets \l/(St) the open simplices 
of M with respect to this triangulation. We call the triangulation (X9 a simultaneous 
triangulation of M9 Ml9..., Af r, if in addition every Mi is a union of simplices tl/(S(). 
(X9(Si9ieIj). 
(X9(Si9iel))-
Clearly any semialgebraic space M which can be triangulated must be affine. The 
following strong converse holds true: 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be an affine semialgebraic space and let Ml9..., Afm be finitely 
many semialgebraic subsets of Af. Then there exists a simultaneous triangulation of 
M,Ml9...9Mm. 
M is isomorphic to a semialgebraic subspace of some affine space Rn, hence by 
stereographic projection also isomorphic to a semialgebraic subspace of the unit sphere 
SN in Thus Theorem 2. 1 is a consequence of the following more precise result. 
Theorem 2. 2. Let A f l 5 . . . , Af„, be bounded semialgebraic subsets of Rn. Then there 
exists a complete geometric simplicial complex (X, (SI9 i e /)) in Rn with X convex and a 
semialgebraic automorphism K of R" such that: 
i) K(X) = X for every x e Rn\X. 
ii) Each set Mj9 1 ^ y = m, is the union of some sets K(ST)9 iel. 
This triangulation theorem 2. 2 is well known in the case R = P , cf. [Hi ] , [L ] . A l l 
proofs in the literature use analytic tools. This destroys the possibility simply to copy 
one of these proofs in the general case, and leaves us with the need to give a complete 
proof of Theorem 2. 2. The investigation of the roots of a system of polynomials in § 1 
will enable us to avoid all "analytic conclusions". But the main idea in our proof will 
be the same as in Hironaka's proof [Hi] . 
We prove Theorem 2. 2 by induction on w. The case n = 1 is trivial since each 
Mj is a finite union of bounded intervals and points. 
Assume now that the assertion is true for n*z 1. We want to show that it is true 
also for /?+1. Let Ml9..., Afm be bounded subsets of We can make the following 
two assumptions (cf. [Hi]): 
1) Mj is closed in Rn+1, 1 ^j^m. Indeed, if Mj is not closed, then we replace Mj 
by the finite family Mj0, MJl9..., Mj s ( / ) defined as follows. MJ0:=Äij9 Mjk+1 := A f } k + 1 , 
where A f } 0 = Af J , Mjk+1^MJk\M,jk9s(j) = the first index s such that Mjs is empty. 
Since dim Mj k + 1 <dim MJk ( [ D K ] , 8. 11) such an index s(J) exists. It is easily checked 
that every Mj is the disjoint union of the sets Mj0\Mjly Mj2\Mj3, etc. 
2) Mj has no interior points, i.e. d i m A f ^ / i ( l ^ y ^ m ) . Indeed, we may replace 
Af, by its boundary dMj which is again a semialgebraic set ( [ D K ] , 7. 7): Suppose we 
have found a complete simplicial complex (X, (SIY i e /)), with X convex, and a semi-
algebraic automorphism K of Rn+1 fulfilling the properties of Theorem 2. 2 with respect 
to dMl9..., dMm. Then dMj and therefore, since X is convex, Af, is contained in 
X=\J ST = \jK(Si). Mj is the union of dMj and Mj\dMj because Mj is closed in 
Ä w + 1 . For all iel *(&,) is either contained in dMj or K(S() n dMj = 9. Since K(S,) is 
connected we conclude that then also either K(St)<=:Mj or K(ST) n Mj = 0. 
Let Pl9..., Ps e R[Xl9..., Xn9 T] be non zero polynomials such that each set Af, is 
a finite union of sets of the form 
{x e tf"+11Pj(x) = 0, Pjk(x) > 0, k = 1,..., p]. 
After performing an appropriate coordinate transformation of the form X1=X'l+a1 • T', 
xi = xi + ai' T>" •' x n = xn + ün* ^ = ^ w i t h elements a{ e R we may assume that 
the polynomials Pl9..., Ps are normed in the last variable T. 
Let 7c: / ? n + 1 —>R" denote the natural projection (xl9.. ,9xH9t)i->(xl9.. .9xH). We 
apply Lemma 1.1 to the semialgebraic sets n(Mt)9..., n(Mm) and the polynomials 
e 
Pl9...9PM. We choose a decomposition Ä B = [j Ak of i? n into disjoint semialgebraic 
k = l 
sets Ak and semialgebraic functions Af, l^i'<&r(fc), on every Ak with the properties 
listed in Lemma 1.1. For reR, r>0, we define 
4(0) := { (* ! , . . . , x.) 6 RnI £ jcf = r 2 | . 
We choose some r>0 such that 
U 7r(M,)d5 r(0). 
Subdividing the sets Ak, if necessary, we assume that 
4 (0 )= U Ak, £ 2 r ( 0 ) = U 4k 
/keJi keJ2 
with index sets 7X c / 2 c { 1 , . . e } . 
We apply the induction hypothesis to the family (Ak\k e / 2 ) . We have a complete 
geometric simplicial complex (X, (Ba,<xe I)) in Rn, with X convex, and a semialgebraic 
automorphism K of such that: 
i) K is the identity on Rn\X. 
ii) Each set Ak, keJ2, is a union of some simplices K(Ba). 
Define CA:=K(Ba) and the index sets 
h '= (<* e / | C a c 5 r(0)}, 72 := {a e 7| C a e Ä 2 , (0)} . 
Each simplex Q , a e / 2 , is contained in a set 4 , fce72. Let 
« < € $ < • • • < O i 
be the restrictions of the semialgebraic functions Aj< •••<^ ( f c ) to C a , and let 
^ . r - = { ( ^ « x ) ) | x € C . } , ( a e / 2 , l g / ^ 5 ( a ) ) . 
Since all the polynomials are normed in T (up to a factor which is a natural 
number), it follows from a well known estimate of the absolute values of roots of 
polynomials that there is some c>0 in R with | £ " (x ) |<c for all a e / 2 , 1 _/ = 5-(a), and 
all xeCa. Every set Mj9 l ^ y ^ m , is the union of some sets cnelv Indeed, since 
Mj has no interior points, at least one polynomial Pk vanishes everywhere on MJ9 and 
all polynomials Pk have constant signs { - 1 , +1 or 0} on every set Wai9 since Wai is 
connected. 
We introduce the automorphism £ : = i c x i d Ä of Rn+1. After a barycentric sub-
division of the simplices £ a we may assume that for all pairs (a, i") *(«, . / ) either 
n(W*i n W^.) is empty or is the image Cß = K(Bß) of a proper face Bß of fia. We have 
n{K-\Wai)) = Ba ( l = i = *(a)). 
According to Lemma 1. 1. v) above every vertex of Ba there lies a uniquely determined 
point of K~l(Wai). Let 5 a I denote the open (straight!) simplex of Rn+1 spanned by these 
"vertices" of ic'1{W(li). We claim that for (a, /)#=(/*, j) the intersection SainSßj is 
empty. This is evident if a =(=/?. If a = /? and, say, i<j\ then for every vertex p of Ba the 
vertices of Sai and Sßj above /> have last coordinates tpi^tpj. For at least one vertex p 
of 5 a we have strict inequality, since otherwise n(tVain rVaj) could not be a proper 
"face" of K(Ba). Thus indeed 5al- n S a i is empty. 
Let 7 ,^ denote the image of Sai under ic. Notice that for points (JC, t) e Sai and 
( x , O e S „ t i + i resp. for points (x,t)eTai and (x,t')eTai+l we have t<t'. The sets 
7^, 5 a l , Wai are all contained in Xx ] — c, c[. 
We now introduce semialgebraic automorphisms ga of C a x [ — c, c] for <xe/2. 
These g a are "vertical shiftings" (cf. [Hi] , I. 9). We use the following notations: 
K0:=Ta0:=Cax{-c}, 
^ , s ( « ) + l : = ^ t , s ( « ) + l I = Q X { C J ' 
^ ( x ) : = - c , q a ) + 1 ( x ) : = c 
for xeCa. Let (x, 0 be a point in C a x [ - c , c] and assume that (x, t) lies between 
Tai. and Tati+l ( 0 £ i £ j ( a ) ) . If (x, /f(x)) is the point of Tai above x and (x, / I + 1 (x)) is 
the point of Ta i + 1 above x then there is a unique u e [0,1] with 
r = ( I -w)r I (x) + w / l + 1 ( x ) . 
We define 
g*(x, 0 := (x, (1 - u) (x) + (x)). 
Obviously g a is a semialgebraic automorphism of C a x [ —c, c] which maps 7^,-onto 
W a These shiftings g a , a e / 2 , fit together to a bijective map 
g: B2r(0) x [ - c, c] — Ä 2 r (0) x [ - c , c] . 
g has a semialgebraic graph. By use of Lemma 1.1, v)—vii) it is easily checked that g 
is also continuous. Thus g is semialgebraic. Since B2r(0) x [—c, c] is a complete space, 
g is in fact a semialgebraic automorphism of B2r(0) x [ — c, c] ( [ D K ] , 9. 8). 
We modify g outside Br(0) x [ - c , c] to an automorphism g' of 2*2r(0) x [—^ c]9 
which keeps every point of the boundary of B2r(0) x [ — c, c] fixed, as follows: 
l ( l - 5 ) g ( x , / ) + ^ (x ,0 for x 6 Ä 2 r ( 0 ) , | | x | | = ( l + s ) r , s e [ 0 , l ] . 
We extend g' by the identity to a semialgebraic automorphism g of A " * 1 . 
We choose some d>c in /?, introduce the points P+ :=(0, rf), P_ :=(0, —d) and 
form the cones 
Q+:={(l-u)P++u(x,c)\xeX, we[0,1]} , 
ß _ : = { ( l - W ) P _ + t / ( ; r , -c)\xeX9 i i 6 [0, 1]}, 
over A ' x l c } resp. Xx{-c} with vertices />+ resp. P_. The automorphism go/c of 
/ ? n + 1 maps I x [ - c , c ] onto itself and is the identity on (boundary of X) x [ - c , c]. 
We now obtain the desired automorphism K' of Rn+i as follows. We introduce the 
convex set 
K' is indeed a semialgebraic automorphism of Rn+1 which outside L is the identity. 
K' maps every simplex 5 a i. with oceIl9 l^i^s(a)9 onto the set Wai. Adding to the 
simplices Sai9 a € / 2 , further simphces in an evident way we obtain a triangulation of L. 
By construction every set Mj9 1 Sj^m, is a union of some sets K'(Sai) with a e / x . Thus 
K ' does what we want, and Theorem 2. 2 is proved. 
In order to work with triangulations efficiently we now recall some classical 
terminology adapted to an arbitrary real closed field R instead of the field R of real 
numbers. 
Definition 4. a) A n abstract simplicial complex K (= simplicial complex in [S] , 
= simplicial scheme in [G]) is a pair (E(K), S(K)) consisting of a set E(K), whose 
elements are called the vertices of K, and a set S(K) of finite non empty subsets of 
E(K), which are called the simplices of K, such that: 
i) For every eeE(K) the set {e} is an element of S(K). 
ii) Every non empty subset t of some a e S(K) is again an element of S(K). 
If a simplex <re S(K) consists of H + 1 elements we say that a has dimension n 
or that a is an w-simplex. 
b) A simplicial map OL\K—>L between abstract simplicial complexes K and L is 
a map a:E(K)—+ E(L) such that the image a(o) of any set aeS(K) is an element of 
S(L). If in addition a is bijective and also a " 1 is simplicial, then a is called an isomorphism 
between AT and L. 
In the sequel we assume always tacitly that all occurring abstract simplicial complexes 
have only finitely many vertices. Other abstract simplicial complexes will not play any 
role in this paper. The dimension dim K of an abstract simplicial complex K is defined 
as the maximum of the dimensions of the simplices of K. 
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L:=(Xx[-c, c ] ) u ß + u ß _ 
and define 
K'(y): 
With any geometric simplicial complex (X, (Si9 i e I)) in R" we associate an abstract 
simplicial complex K(X) = (E(X)9 S(X)) in the following way: E{X) is the union of the 
sets E(St) of vertices of all open simplices S(. A non empty subset a of E{X) is an 
element of S(X) i f and only if a is a subset of E{S^ for some 16 /. 
Definition 5. A realization of an abstract simplicial complex over R is a complete 
geometric complex (X, (Si9 ieI)) — X over R together with an isomorphism a: K ^ K(X). 
As in the case R=R it can be shown, cf. e.g. [ M ] , Th. 2. 3.16: 
Proposition 2.3. Every n-dimensional abstract simplicial complex has a realization 
in R 2 n + l . 
If (X9 ÖL : K ^ K(X)) is a realization of an abstract simplicial complex K over R 
which is kept fixed during the considerations then we usually identify the vertices of K 
with the vertices of X via a, i.e. we regard a as the identity. We then use the notations 
\K\R or \K\ for the geometric complex X and talk of "the" realization of K over R. 
For any geometric complex (Y9(Si9 ze/)) in RH the realization \K(Y)\ of K(Y) can 
and will be chosen as the completion (?, (Si9 i e /)) of Y9 cf. Definition 2. In particular, if 
Y is complete, \K(Y)\=Y. 
Definition6. a) The realization |a| = | a | Ä over R of a simplicial map a:K-+L 
between abstract simplicial complexes K and L is the unique map <p: \K\R —• \L\R which 
coincides with a on the vertices of \K\R and whose restriction to every closed simplex 
of \K\R is affine. This map |a| = | a | Ä is clearly semialgebraic. 
b) Let X and Y be geometric simplicial complexes. A map <p: X—• Y is called 
simplicial, i f <p extends (uniquely) to a continuous map <p: X—* Y between the comple-
tions X9 ?ofX9 Y and if <p is the realization |a| of a simplicial map a between the abstract 
simplicial complexes K(X) = K(X) and K(Y) = K(Y). 
Definition 7. a) Let K-(E(K)9 S(K)) be an abstract simplicial complex. For any 
two simplices a9 x of K we write <J<T if a is a proper face of t, i.e. a c f and a=#r. 
The barycentric subdivision K' of K is the following abstract simplicial complex: E(K') 
is the set S(K). {Think of any simplex \cr\ a \K\ as replaced by its barycenter.} S(K') 
is the set of (finite) subsets of E(K') which are totally ordered by inclusion. We write 
any r-simplex of K as a chain G0<Gx< -<or (a^SiFC)). A realization \K\R of K 
over R immediately yields a realization \K*\R of K over R by barycentric subdivision of 
all simplices of |Ä^Ä in the evident geometric way. A vertex aeE(K') = S(K) is then 
realized as the barycenter of the simplex |<r|. 
b) For every complete geometric simplicial complex X over R we denote by X' 
the barycentric subdivision in the geometric sense. Thus X' = \K(X)'\R. For a non complete 
geometric complex X we denote by X' the set X equipped with the partition by all 
open simplices of (X)' which are contained in X. Then X1 is again a geometric simplicial 
complex, called the barycentric subdivision of X. 
c) The barycentric subdivision of a triangulation (X9 (Si9 i e / ) , ^) of a semialgebraic 
space M is the map t^iX-^M together with the barycentric subdivision X' = (Xf (5/, i e /*)) 
of the geometric complex (X9 (Si9 i e /)). 
To investigate the homology of a semialgebraic subset A of an affine semialgebraic 
space Af we shall later use a simultaneous triangulation 
* : J r = U 0 S , | i e / ) * M 
of Af and A. Difficulties may arise from the fact that the complete subcomplex of X 
generated by the vertices with image in A is in bad relation to the family of all open 
simplices S% with ^(S^czA. Thus we shall usually need a triangulation of Af which is 
"good" on A. We now explain the precise meaning of the word "good" here. 
Definition8. A simultaneous triangulation 
^ : A r = U ( S f | / 6 / ) ^ M 
of Af and A is called good on A, if the following properties are fulfilled: 
a) For every iel with ^(S^cA at least one vertex of St is contained in X 
and is mapped by ^ into A. 
b) If all vertices of an open simplex S of X are contained in X and are mapped 
by ^ into A then S e i and \I/(S)<^A. 
The following fact is easily shown. 
Proposition 2.4. Let \jt\X ^ Af be a simultaneous triangulation of the semialgebraic 
space M and some semialgebraic subsets Ml9...9Mr of Af. Then the first barycentric 
subdivision \//:X' ^ Af of this triangulation is good on Af and good on every Mi9 1 £ i £ r. 
A n indication that good triangulations are useful is given by Proposition 2. 5 
below. 
Definition9. a) Let Af, N be semialgebraic spaces over R and fg.MziN be 
semialgebraic maps from M to N. A semialgebraic homotopy from / to g is a semi-
algebraic map F:Mx [0,1] —• JV such that F(x, 0) =/(x) and F(x91)=g(x) for every 
x € Af. Here of course [0,1] means the unit interval in R9 as before. 
b) A semialgebraic subset A of a semialgebraic space Af is called a (semialgebraic) 
strong deformation retract of Af if there exists a semialgebraic homotopy F: Af x [0,1] —• Af 
with F{x9 0) = x, F(x, 1) e A for every x e Af and F(a9 i) = a for every ae A9 te [0,1]. 
In the same way a lot of elementary terminology and elementary observations 
in classical homotopy theory takes over to our semialgebraic setting. 
Proposition 2.5. Let \jj :X ^+ M be a simultaneous triangulation of a semialgebraic 
space Af and a semialgebraic subspace A of Af, which is good on A. Let L denote the 
simplicial subcomplex of K(X) generated by the set of vertices 
F(A):={peE(X)\peX9il,<j>)eA}9 
i.e. 
E(L) := F(A)9 S(L) := {o e S(X) \ a c F(A)}. 
Then \jt(\L\) is a strong deformation retract of A. 
Proof. We denote our geometric simplicial complex X more precisely by 
(X, (5„ 16 /)). Replacing M by the set X we assume that \jt is the identity. We introduce 
the index set J' consisting of all is I with S{c A and the subset J consisting of all 
iel with Si<=:A. Since the triangulation is good on A the space \L\ is the union of all 
S{ with i e J. Also A is the union of all S( with i e 
Let some i e / ' be fixed. Since the triangulation is good on A the intersection 
S,. n\L\ is not empty and St n \L\ = with some 7=y(/) 6 J. Let e 0 , . . . , er denote the 
vertices of Sj and e0y..., e r , . . . , es denote the vertices of St. {N.B. : r=s iff ieJ iff /=/.} 
We introduce the set 
and the map & : § t —• S,., 
Clearly is semialgebraic and Xi\Sj is the identity of Sj. In particular if / e 7 then 
= and # is the identity on St. 
Let A' denote the union of all sets Si9 ief. This is a semialgebraic subset of X 
which contains >4. A l l the maps ieJ\ fit together and yield a semialgebraic map 
X: ^ ' -> | L | which is the identity on \L\. We then have a homotopy F : ^ ' x [0,1] A' 
from id^, to x defined by 
F(x, t):=(l-t)x + tx(x). 
F maps y 4 x / into A and the restriction F\AxI is a homotopy from id^ to x\A. 
Moreover F(x9 t) = x for every xs \L\ and te [0,1], as desired. Q . E . D . 
Definition 10. We call L the abstract core and the geometric core of ^ with 
respect to the good triangulation \p. 
§ 3. Semialgebraic homology and cohomology 
In this section we want to explain — omitting most technical details — that a 
reasonable homology and cohomology theory exists for affine semialgebraic spaces over 
any real closed field R, thus in particular for the space X(R) of real points of a 
quasiprojective variety X over R. 
It seems to be easier to start with cohomology instead of homology (cf. Introduc-
tion). 
Let (Af, A) be a pair consisting of an affine semialgebraic space Af over R and 
a semialgebraic subset A of Af. We choose a good triangulation of the pair (Af, A). By 
this we mean a simultaneous triangulation (X9 (Si9 iel), ^) of Af and A which is good 
on Af and good on A, cf. § 2. Let K and L denote the abstract cores of Af and A with 
respect to \// (Def. 10 in §2). In the case /? = JR the classical singular cohomology 
groups HP(M;G) and HP(A;G) with coefficients in some abelian group G coincide 
with the cohomology groups HP(K; G) and HP(L; G) of the abstract simplicial complexes 
K and L , since ^( |£1) and ^ ( | £ | ) are strong deformation retracts of Af and A respec-
tively (Prop. 2. 5). Comparing the long cohomology sequences of the pairs (Af, A) and 
(\K\9 \L\) we see that also i / p (Af , A; G) coincides with the simplicial cohomology group 
Hp(K, L\ G). 
If R is an arbitrary real closed base field then the cohomology groups HP(M, A; G) 
which we want to define should again coincide with the simplicial groups HP(K, L; G). 
Just defining HP(M9 A; G):=HP(K, L\ G) would leave us with the difficult task to prove 
that these groups do not depend on the choice of the good triangulation of (Af, A). 
Thus it seems better to define the groups HP(M,A;G) in a more theoretical way, 
which leaves no doubts that these groups are true invariants of the pair (Af, A), and 
to verify a posteriori that the groups HP(M, A; G) are canonically isomorphic to the 
simplicial groups HP(K, L\ G). This has been done in the paper [D] , which contains 
complete proofs of all results we shall state in this section and further details. 
We work on the affine semialgebraic space Af with the "semialgebraic site" Msa. 
This is a site in the sense of Grothendieck defined as follows (cf. [ D K ] , § 7 for motiva-
tion). The objects of the category of Af s a are the open semialgebraic subsets of Af. 
The morphisms are the inclusion maps between these sets. The coverings of an open 
semialgebraic set Ua Af are the finite families (Ui9 i e I) of open semialgebraic subsets 
of U with U= (J (Ui9 i e I)3). Thus an (abelian) sheaf on Af s f l is an assignment U-+F(U) 
of an abelian group F(U) to every open semialgebraic UaM fulfilling the usual 
sheaf conditions with respect to finite coverings in the usual sense. We call these sheaves 
the semialgebraic (abelian) sheaves on Af. For any such sheaf F we denote by Hq(M, F) 
the q-th cohomology group Hq(Msa9 F) in the sense of Grothendieck, defined by use 
of an injective resolution of F. It can be shown using standard arguments that the 
groups Hp(My F) can be computed using the more general flabby resolutions instead 
of injective resolutions [D] , 6. 8. 
Let now A be a closed semialgebraic subset of M and G be some abelian group. 
We define a semialgebraic sheaf GMA on Af as follows: 
Here n^iU^U n A) denotes the finite (!) set of all connected components of U which 
do not meet the set A9 and G 1 c o ( l 7 , l 7 ^ i 4 ) denotes as usual the abelian group of all maps 
from 7to(t/, U n A) to G. For any open semialgebraic set K c U we define the restriction 
3) The use of this site had already been suggested by Brumfiel [B, p. 248]. 
m a P G M M ( C / ) - - » ( j M t i l ( K ) as the map induced by the natural map from n0(V) to 
n0(U). It is evident that GM A is indeed a semialgebraic sheaf. If A is empty we simply 
write GM instead of GM 0 . We define cohomology groups (p^O) 
HP(M9G):=HP(M9GM)9 
HP(M9A;G):=HP(M9GMA). 
For any semialgebraic map / : (Af, A) —» (N9 B) we obtain functorial group homo-
morphisms / * : HP(N9 B9 G) —• HP(M, 4 , G) in the following way. We have an evident 
morphism a : f* GNt B —• GMt A of semialgebraic sheaves on M9 which induces a homo-
morphism 
a* : HP(M9 f*GN B) -> HP(M9 GMA). 
The adjunction homomorphism ß: GN B —>f+f* GN B induces a homomorphism 
^ : HP(N9 GNtB) - Hp(N9fJ*GN,B). 
We further have the edge homomorphism 
y: HP(N9 f+ f*GN B) - Hp(M9f*GNB) 
from the Leray spectral sequence 
HP(N9 R%(f*GN,B)) => Hp+q(M9f*GNB). 
We then define 
/ • ^ o y o ^ : / / '(#, GNB) — / / ' (Af , G M M ) . 
If 4^ is a closed semialgebraic subset of Af and B is a closed semialgebraic subset of A 
we have an evident exact sequence of semialgebraic sheaves (i denotes the inclusion 
A—+M) 
which induces a long exact sequence 
(3. 1) ... HP(M9 A;G)^> HP(M9 B; G)//'(>!, G ) / / p + 1 ( A f , A;G)—> 
Choosing a suitable flabby resolution of GMA it can be shown — as in the 
classical case R = R for the topological site — that the groups HP(M9 GMA) = HP(M9 A; G) 
coincide with the homology groups of an "Alexander-Spanier cochain complex". The 
Alexander-Spanier cochains are defined as in the classical case ([S], Chap. 6, § 4) except 
that now only finite coverings by open semialgebraic subsets of Af are admitted. 
Using this description the following theorem can be proved [D] , 7.1. 
Theorem 3. 2. Any two homotopic semialgebraic maps f0^fx: (Af, A)z${N9 E) induce 
the same homomorphisms 
£ =/* : Hp(N9 B; G) - HP(M9 A;G). 
The proof of this theorem seems to be the hard part in building up semialgebraic 
cohomology. The now existing proof is in principle similar to the classical proof 
([S], Chap. 6, § 5) but considerably more complicated. In the whole theory this proof 
seems to be the place where the nonarchimedian pathologies of the field R are most 
apparent. 
A n affine semialgebraic space Af has good separation properties similar to a 
paracompact topological space. They imply that for any semialgebraic sheaf F over Af 
the Grothendieck cohomology groups HP(M, F) coincide with the Cech cohomology 
groups HP(M, F) ([D], 5. 2, cf. [G] , II, 5. 12). Using this fact and Theorem 3. 2 
finally the following desired theorem comes out [D] , 8. 4. 
Theorem 3. 3. Let A be a closed semialgebraic subset of Af. Let K be the core 
of M and L the core of A with respect to some good triangulation of (Af, A). Then we 
have natural isomorphisms 
HP(K, L; G) * HP(\K\, \L\;G) * HP(M, A; G). 
Here the second isomorphism is clear from (3. 1) and Theorem 3. 2 (cf. the 
beginning of this section), and the first isomorphism drops out from a computation 
of HP(\K\, G W f | L | ) u s i n ß t h e covering of \K\ by the open stars of the vertices of K. 
These stars are — again by Theorem 3. 2 — acyclic semialgebraic sets. 
Up to now we have admitted only pairs (Af, A) with A closed in Af. It is now 
easy to define cohomology groups HP(M, A; G) for arbitrary semialgebraic subsets A 
of affine semialgebraic spaces Af and to restate the essential properties for these groups. 
We denote by 1(A) the set of all complete semialgebraic subspaces C of A such that C 
is a strong deformation retract of A. 
Lemma 3.4. Given any complete semialgebraic subset E of A there exists some 
CeI(A) with CZDE. 
Proof Choose a good triangulation of the pair (A, E). Then the geometric core 
of A contains E and is an element of 1(A) by Proposition 2. 5. 
In particular 1(A) is not empty, and for any two sets Cx e 1(A), C2 e 1(A) there exists 
a third set C 3 e 1(A) containing Q u C 2 . We regard 1(A) as an inductively ordered set by 
the inclusion relation. We define 
Hp(M,A;G):= lim HP(M,C;G). 
ctwi) 
If CxeI(A), C2eI(A) and Q c C j , then by Theorem 3.2 and the long exact 
cohomology sequences of the triples (A,CX,9), (A,C2,V) we have Hp(A,Ct;G) = 0, 
Hp(A,C2;G) = 0 for all p ^ O . Thus by the long cohomology sequence of the triple 
(A, C2,Ct) we have HP(C2, Q ; G) = 0 for all p ^ O . Then the long sequence of the 
triple (Af, C2, Cx) shows that all natural homomorphisms HP(M, C2; G)-+HP(M, Q , G) 
are isomorphisms. Thus we obtain 
Proposition 3. 5. For any Ce 1(A) the natural map HP(M, A;G)-> HP(M, C; G) is 
an isomorphism for every p^O and abelian group G. 
Given a semialgebraic map / : (M, A) (N, B) between pairs of affine semialgebraic 
spaces it is now easy to define the homomorphisms 
f* : HP(N, B; G) — HP(M, A;G). 
Choose some C e 1(A). Then f(C) is a complete semialgebraic subset of B [ D K ] , § 9. 
Choose some D e 1(B) which contains / ( C ) , which is possible by Lemma 3. 4. We 
have a natural homomorphism 
/* : HP(N9 D; G) -+ HP(M9 C; G) 
and we define the m a p / * from HP(N9 B; G) to HP(M9A; G) such that the diagram 
HP(N9 D; G) HP(M9 C; G) 
•I - I 
HP(N9 B; G) #*(Af, A; G) 
commutes. 
It is now trivial to establish the long exact cohomology sequence (3. 1) for three 
affine spaces M=>AzzB and to extend the theorems 3. 2 and 3. 3 to any pair of affine 
spaces. 
Remark. The procedure in [D] is slightly different. There the cohomology groups 
HP(M9 A;G) are defined from the beginning by use of Alexander-Spanier cochains for 
all pairs (Af, A) of affine semialgebraic spaces. The long sequence (3. 1) and the 
homotopy axiom Theorem 3. 2 are directly verified for all these pairs. But only for A 
closed in Af the group HP(M9 A;G) is identified with the p-th cohomology group of 
a sheaf, namely GM A . We do not know whether a useful interpretation of HP(M9 A; G) 
as sheaf cohomology exists in general. 
We now discuss homology. Let (Af, A) be a pair of affine semialgebraic spaces. 
We call a good triangulation (X\ (S'i9 ie / ' ) , of (Af, A) a refinement of another good 
triangulation (X9 (Si9 i e I)9 of (Af, A)9 and write ^<<A', if every simplex ^'(S/) is 
contained in some simplex \l/(Sj). It is clear from § 2 that any two good triangulations 
of (Af, A) have a common refinement. Thus the set of all good triangulations of (Af, A) 
carries an inductive ordering. 
Let ^ < ^ ' be two good triangulations of (Af, A). Let K9 L be the abstract cores 
of Af and A with respect to $ and K'9 L the abstract cores with respect to Then 
i//(\K\)cilt'(\K'\) and ^ ( | L | ) c ^ ( | L ' | ) . Let k:(\K\9\L\) ^ (\K'\9 |L ' | ) be the semialge-
braic map corresponding to the inclusion map from (^(1*1), j K I ^ D ) t o (^'(1^1), ^ ' ( l^ 'D) 
via \// and if/'. For every vertex e' e £ ( # ' ) we choose a vertex /x(0 e E(K) of the open 
simplex of X whose image under \j/ contains ^'(e9). If e' eE(L) we choose n(e') in 
2?(L). A l l this is possible since the triangulation ^ is good on Af and A. Now / i is a 
simplicial map from (#', V) to (#, L) , cf. [D] , p. 116. It is easily seen that M : \K'\\K\ 
is a homotopy inverse of k: \K\ —• and that \fx\: \L'\ —• \L\ is a homotopy inverse 
of A: | L | —• \L'\. Comparing the long exact cohomology sequences of the pairs (K9 L) 
and (K*9 L') by the maps /x* coming from ^ we see that 
Ii* : Hp(K9 L; G) HP(K'9 L'\ G) 
is an isomorphism for every p^O and every abelian group G. One now deduces in a 
rather formal way that also the induced maps in simplicial homology 
ti.:Hp(K'9L';G)-*Hp(K9L;G) 
are isomorphisms, cf. [D] , § 8. Of course, both the homomorphisms p* and ^ do not 
depend on the choice of \i9 but only on ^ and 
We define the semialgebraic homology groups of ( M , A) as follows. 
(3. 6) Hp(M9 A; G) := l im Hp(K9 L; G). 
Here \j/ runs through the inductive system of all good triangulations of (Af, A)9 and 
K9 L are the abstract cores of Af and A with respect to \//. The transition maps 
Hp(K\ L'\ G) —• Hp(K9 L; G) are the isomorphisms ^ described above. 
For these groups Hp(M9 A; G) functoriality is easily established. Let 
f:(M9A)-^(N9B) 
be a semialgebraic map. Let (Y9(Tj9je J)9\jf) be a good triangulation of (N, B) with 
abstract cores Kl9 Lx of N and B. According to § 2 we find a good triangulation 
(X, (Si9 iel)9 q>) of (Af, A) such that every set f ' 1 (^(7})) is a union of sets <p(Sf). 
Let K and L be the abstract cores of Af and ^ . For every vertex eeE(K) we 
choose a vertex g(e) e E{KX) of the open simplex 7} whose image under ^ contains 
fo <p(e). If e e £ (L ) then we choose g(e) in E(LX). It turns out that g: (#, L) (J^, Lx) 
is a simplicial map, and that the induced maps 
g+:Hp{K9L9G)^Hp{KX9Ll9G) 
do not depend on the choice of g [D] , p. 122f. We define 
£:Hp(M9A;G)^Hp(N9B; G) 
such that the diagram 
Hp(K9L; G)-^Hp{Kl9Ll9G) 
Hp(M9A;G)-^Hp(N9B9G) 
commutes. This map f+ does not depend on the choice of the triangulations ^ and <p 
[D] , loc. cit. 
The analogues of the long exact sequence (3. 1) and of Theorem (3. 2) for the 
semialgebraic homology groups are easily verified. The analogue of Theorem 3. 3 is true 
exdefinitiones: 
Hp(K9 L\ G) X Hp(\K\9 \L\; G) * Hp(M9 A; G) 
for any good triangulation of (Af, A) with cores K and L. 
It is clear from our simplicial description of semialgebraic cohomology and homology 
that 
H°(M9A;G)*H0(M9A;G)^ G*o(M>A) 
and that 
Hp(M9 A;G) = Hp(M9 A; G) = 0 
for p>dim(M\A). 
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We finally emphasize a fact which is evident from our simplicial description of 
semialgebraic homology and cohomology and Proposition 2. 5 (cf. beginning of this 
section). 
Theorem 3.7. For every pair (Af, A) of affine semialgebraic spaces over the field R 
of real numbers the semialgebraic homology groups Hp(M, A;G) coincide with the classical 
singular homology groups RpcX{M, A;G). The same holds true in cohomology. 
§ 4. Extension of the base field 
Let R be another real closed field which contains the real closed field R. There 
exists a natural functor "base extension" from the category of affine semialgebraic spaces 
over R to the category of affine semialgebraic spaces over R. This is a consequence 
of Tarski's principle to transfer elementary statements from R to R, as will now be 
explicated. 
Let Af be a semialgebraic subset of R". We describe Af by finitely many equalities 
and strict inequalities of polynomials: 
Af = U {xeRn\gi(x) = 0,fij(x)>0,j=l,...,si}. 
i = l 
We define a semialgebraic subset Af of Rn using the same equalities and inequalities: 
J f : = U {xeRn\gi(x) = 0,fij(x)>0,j=l,...,si}. 
i = l 
According to Tarski's principle this set Af depends only on Af but not on the chosen 
description of Af. Also AfnRH = M, thus Af is a subset of M uniquely determined 
by Ü. 
Permanently using Tarski's principle we obtain 
Lemma4.1. Let MczR" and NaRm be semialgebraic subsets of Rn and Rm9 let 
AaM, BaN be semialgebraic subsets of Af and N respectively, and let f: M—• N be 
a semialgebraic map with graph r(f)cMxNczRn+m. Let g:N• L be a semialgebraic 
map from N to a semialgebraic subset L of Rr. Let finally i:A—+M denote the inclusion 
map from A to Af. 
i) (MxN)~=MxN. 
ii) r{jy is the graph of a semialgebraic map f:M-+N. 
in) f is infective (surjective, resp. open, resp. closed) if and only if f is infective 
(surjective, resp. open, resp. closed). 
iv) hA)=RA)\ f-HS)=f-HB)\ if\A)~ = M 
v) (g°f)~=g°f-
vi) A is contained in M and 7: Ä—> M is the inclusion map. 
We now establish a functor E from the category of affine semialgebraic spaces 
over R to V(R). We choose for every affine semialgebraic space Af a fixed embedding 
XM:M-+Rn into some Rn. We then define 
For any semialgebraic map / : M-+N we have a unique map x(f) -XM(m)-*XN(N) 
which corresponds to / via XM a n d XN- W e define 
E(f):=Rf). 
Clearly £ is a functor from V(R) to V(R). It is easily checked that E preserves finite 
fibre products. 
For every affine semialgebraic space Af over R we have a unique injective map 
OLM from the set Af to the set E(M) such that the diagram 
Af a " > E(M) 
•> p 
XM 
Rn • Rn , 
where the unnotated arrows are inclusion maps, is commutative. Denoting by v and v the 
forget functors from the categories ^(R) to the category of sets it is easily 
checked that Af OLM is a natural transformation a : v —• 0 o E. 
We usually write Af (R) instead of E(M) and yjj instead of £ ( / ) , and we call 
Af (R) and the semialgebraic space resp. the semialgebraic map over R obtained 
from Af resp. / by base extension from R to R. We usually regard Af as a subset of 
M(R) via the injection a M ^ A l s o , if A is a semialgebraic subspace of A/ , we regard 
A(R) as a subspace of M(R) via the injective map ig obtained by base extension from 
the inclusion map i: A c> Af. 
Notice that if V is a quasiprojective variety over R, then the space obtained from 
V(R) by base extension "is" the space V(R) of rational points of V over R. 
Remark. It is fairly obvious that base extension can more generally be established 
for arbitrary semialgebraic spaces over R and the semialgebraic maps between them, 
c f . [ D ] , § 9 . 
If K is an abstract simplicial complex, then clearly 
\K\z=\K\R(R). 
Also, if a:K—+L is an abstract simplicial map, the realization \<x\g is the base exten-
sion of the realization |<x|Ä to R. If (X, (Si9 i e I)) is a geometric simplicial complex 
over /?, then (X(R), S((R), i e /)) is a geometric simplicial complex over R. Finally, if 
(X, (5 | 91 e / ) , i//) is a good triangulation of a pair ( M , A) of affine semialgebraic spaces, 
then by Tarski's principle (X(R)9 (St(R), i e /), \j/g) is a good triangulation of (M(R)9 A(R)). 
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M and M(R) clearly have the same abstract core K with respect to these triangulations. 
Also A and A(R) have the same abstract core L. According to § 3 we have for every 
q^O and every abelian group G natural isomorphisms 
y :Hq(K, L;G) * Hq(M, A;G), 
y: Hq(K, L ; G) * Hq(M(R), A(R); G). 
Thus we have an isomorphism 
ßa.A = 7 o V1 • A;G)* Hq(M(R), A(R); G ) . 
It is easily checked that ßM A does not depend on the choice of the good triangulation 
(X, (St, i G / ) , and that for every semialgebraic map / : (Af, A) -+ (N, B) the diagram 
Hq(M,A;G) 
f. 
Hq(N, B; G) 
Hq{M(RlA(R);G) 
Hq{N(R)yB(R);G) 
commutes. The maps ßM A are also compatible with the long exact homology sequences 
(cf. (3. 1)) for three spaces BczAczM over R and the corresponding spaces 
B(R)czA(R)aM(R). 
The same observations hold true in semialgebraic cohomology. Thus we may state 
Theorem 4.2. For every pair (Af, A) of affine semialgebraic spaces we have 
canonical isomorphisms 
Hq(M, A; G) * Hq{M{R\ A(R); G ) , 
Hq(M, A;G)* Hq(M(R), A(R); G ) . 
In the case # = 0, A =0 this theorem yields in particular 
Corollary 4. 3. An affine semialgebraic space Af over R is connected if and only if 
M(R) is connected. More generally, if A f l 9 . . . , Af r are the connected components of Af, 
then Ml(R)9..., Mr{R) are the connected components of M(R). 
It is not difficult to generalize this statement to arbitrary semialgebraic spaces, 
for example by use of Lemma 9. 12 in [ D K ] . 
Theorem 4. 2 opens the road to transfer many results from classical homology 
theory to semialgebraic homology theory without any serious labour. We give 
examples for this in the present and the next section. In all these examples Theorem 4. 2 
seems to be not really necessary, since we could as well adapt classical proofs using 
triangulations and staying over a fixed real closed field R. But this would often be 
more laborious. 
We always denote by RQ the real closure of the field 0 of rational numbers. This 
field RQ is contained in any other real closed field. We obtain from Theorem 4. 2 
and Theorem 3. 7 as an important consequence 
Corollary 4.4. Let V be a quasiprojective variety defined over RQ. Then for every 
real closed field R the semialgebraic homology groups H (V(R), G) are canonically 
isomorphic to the classical singular homology groups Hpcl(V(P), G). The same holds 
true in cohomology. 
Example 4. 5. Let SN(R) denote the unit sphere in RN+1. For any abelian group G 
H0{SN(R), G)^H°{SN(R), G)^G, 
HN(SN(R), G)^H"(SN(R), G)^G. 
Hq(SN(R),G) = Hq(SN(R),G) = 0 for q*0,n. 
Theorem 4.6 (Excision). Let A and B be semialgebraic subsets of an affine semi-
algebraic space Af. Suppose there exist open semialgebraic subsets U and V of M with 
UczA, VczB and U u V—M. Then for every abelian group G and every q^O the 
natural maps 
Hp(B, AnB;G)-> Hp(M, A; G) 
are isomorphisms. 
Proof This holds true in the case R=P, cf. [ M ] , 8. 2. 1. For a proof in general 
we choose a simultaneous triangulation of Af, A, B, U, V. From this triangulation it 
is evident that there exists an affine semialgebraic space M0 over RQ together with 
semialgebraic subsets A^, B0, U0, V0 of Af 0 such that U0 and V0 are open in Af 0 , 
U0 u V0 = Af 0 , U0 czA09 V0cz B0, and a semialgebraic isomorphism q>: M0(R) ^ Af which 
maps A0(R), B0(R), U0(R)9 V0(R) onto A, B9 C/, V respectively. We have a natural 
commutative diagram (omitting the coefficient group G) 
Hp(B0, A0 n B0) — ^ i — Hp(M09 A0) 
Hp(B,AnB) Hp(M,A) 
and a second such diagram where the lower horizontal arrow is replaced by the 
natural map 
03 : Hp(B0(P\ MV n B0(Pj) - Hp(M0(P), Ao(P)). 
Now U0(P) and V0(P) are open in M0(P) and they cover together the space Af0(f?), as 
is clear by Tarski's principle or from the triangulation above. Thus <% is an isomorphism. 
From the second diagram we learn that a t is an isomorphism and then from the first 
diagram, that is an isomorphism. Q . E . D . 
Remark 4.7. If A and B are closed semialgebraic subsets of an affine complete 
semialgebraic space Af with M=AuB, then again 
Hp(B, A n B; G)—> Hp(M, A; G) 
is an isomorphism for every p^O and every G. Indeed, choosing a simultaneous tri-
angulation of Af, A, B we may assume that Af = |ÄT|Ä, A = \Ll\R9 B=\L2\R with K an 
abstract simplicial complex and subcomplexes L x , o f K such that K= Lx u Z^. It is 
well known and evident that the maps 
H ^ , L.nl^iG)^ Hp(K, Lx; G) 
are isomorphisms [ M ] , p. 118. 
§ 5. Alexander-Poincare duality 
We consider again affine semialgebraic spaces over a fixed real closed field R. 
Definition 1. Let K be an abstract simplicial complex and x be a point of the 
realization \K\ over R. The simplicial neighbourhood NK(x) of x with respect to K is 
the union of all closed simplices of \K\ which contain x. The link LkK(x) of x with 
respect to K is the union of all closed simplices of \K\ which are contained in NK(x) 
but do not contain x. 
Notice that there exists a semialgebraic isomorphism <p from NK(x) onto the cone 
over LkK(x) which maps x to the new vertex of the cone [ M ] , p. 43. If x is a vertex 
of K then <p may even be chosen as a simplicial isomorphism. 
As in the case R=R the following important fact can be verified in an elementary 
way, cf. [ M ] , 2. 4. 5 and [ D K ] , 9. 8. 
Proposition 5.1. Let K and L be abstract simplicial complexes and let f: \ K\ —• \L\ 
be an infective semialgebraic map. Let x be some point of \K\ such that f(x) lies in the 
interior of f(\K\) with respect to \L\. Then there exists a semialgebraic homotopy equivalence 
from LkK(x) to LkL(f(x)). In particular, if two triangulations q>: \K\ ^ Af, ^ : \L\ ^ Af 
of a complete semialgebraic space Af are given, then the links of any point xe M with 
respect to (p and i// are homotopy equivalent, LkK(<p~l(x))^LkL(\l/~l(x)). 
Definition 2 (cf. [ D K ] , § 13). A semialgebraic n-manifold Af over R is a semialge-
braic space Af over R in which every point x of Af has an open semialgebraic neigh-
bourhood isomorphic to some open semialgebraic subset of Rn. Clearly then dim M = n. 
Example. For any irreducible /{-dimensional algebraic variety V over R the space 
V(R)rtg of regular real points of V is a semialgebraic n-manifold. This is a consequence 
of the implicit function theorem, cf. [ D K ] , Proof of Prop. 8. 6. 
As an application of Proposition 5. 1 we obtain 
Corollary 5.2. Let K be an abstract simplicial complex. Assume that \K\ is an n-
dimensional semialgebraic manifold. Then the link LkK(x) of every point x of \K\ is 
homotopy equivalent to the unit sphere S"~1(R). 
Proof (cf. [ M ] , 3. 4. 3). Let A denote the abstract n-dimensional simplex, and A 
the boundary subcomplex of A. Let p denote the center of \A\. Then LkA(p)^Sn~x(R). 
Now choose a semialgebraic isomorphism of \A\ onto a neighbourhood B of x in \K\9 
which maps p to x. This is possible, since | AT| is a manifold. Then by Proposition 5. 1 
S'-HW^Lk^-Lkxix). 
Definition 3. Let M be a complete affine semialgebraic space over /?, and let 
^ : |AT| Af be a triangulation of Af. Then Af is called a homology n-manifold over Ä, 
if for every xe\K\ and every q^O the group Hq(LkK(x),Z) is isomorphic to 
Hq(Sn~1(R)9Z), i.e. Hq{LkK(x\Z)^Z for q = 0 and ? = n and Hq(LkK(x),Z) = 0 else. 
Notice that according to Proposition 5. 1 the choice of the triangulation is 
irrelevant for the homology groups of the links. Thus Definition 3 makes sense. 
According to Corollary 5. 2 every complete affine semialgebraic n-manifold over 
R is a homology n-manifold. In particular for every quasiprojective variety V over R 
without singular real points the space V(R) is a homology n-manifold provided V(R) is 
complete. 
Proposition 5.3. Let Af be an affine semialgebraic space over R and let R be a 
real closed field containing R. Then M(R) is a homology n-manifold if and only if M(R) 
is a homology n-manifold. 
Proof We may regard Af as a semialgebraic subset of some RN. Then Af is complete 
if and only if M is closed and bounded in RN, and M(R) is complete if and only if 
Af(R) is closed and bounded in RN [ D K ] , § 9. Thus it is evident by Tarski's principle 
that Af is complete if and only if M(R) is complete. 
Assume now that M is complete. We choose a triangulation ^ : |ÄT|Ä ^  Af of Af, 
and we obtain by base extension a triangulation ij/g: \K\g ^ M(R) of M(R). For any 
point x of \K\R the link LkK g(x) of x in \K\g is obtained from the link LkKR(x) 
in \K\R by base extension. If Af(Ü!) is a homology n-manifold, then 
Hq(LkKiR(x)9 Z) s Hq{LkKj(x\ Z) s Hq{S»-l(R\ Z) s Hq(Sn~l(R), Z) 
for every #^0 and xe \K\R. Thus Af is a homology n-manifold. 
Assume now that Af is a homology n-manifold. Let x be a point in \K\g. We 
choose a point ye \K\R which lies in the same open simplex of \K\g as x. Then 
LkKj(x) = LkK g(y) = LkK,R(y) (/?), 
and we see as above that LkKg(x) has the same homology groups as 5 n _ 1 ( ^ ) - Thus 
Af(i?) is a homology n-manifold. Q . E . D . 
Remark 5.4. Let Af be an affine semialgebraic space over R and let R be a real 
closed field containing R. Then it can be shown that Af is an n-manifold if and only 
if M(R) is an n-manifold. We do not need this fact. 
Proposition 5.5. Let Af be a connected homology n-manifold over R. Then 
/ / n (Af,Z/2)^Z/2 and Hn(M,Z)^Z or Hn(MyZ) = 0. 
This is well known in the case R=P [ M ] , 5.3.6, and can be immediately 
generalized to arbitrary R by use of Proposition 5. 3. 
Definition 4. A connected homology n-manifold Af is called orientable if Hn(M, Z) s Z. 
A n arbitrary homology n-manifold Af is called orientable if every connected component 
of Af is orientable. 
Notation. Let L be a subcomplex of a fixed abstract simplicial complex K. ,Then 
we denote by L the abstract subcomplex of the barycentric subdivision K of K which 
consists of all simplices of K' which do not have any vertex in L. 
Theorem 5.6. (Combinatorial Alexander-Poincare duality theorem). Let Lx c Kx be 
subcomplexes of an abstract complex K. Assume that \K\R is a homology n-manifold. Then 
we have for every q ^  0 a natural isomorphism 
H*{KX9 Lx; Z/2) * Hn_q(Li9 Kx; Z/2). 
(Of course # 9 ( . . . ) = 0 i f q<0.) If \K\R is orientable we have natural isomorphisms 
H^KX9Lx;G)^Hn.q(LuKx;G) 
for every abelian group G. 
This is well known in the case R = R [ M ] , Theorem 5. 3. 13. In general \K\R is 
a homology n-manifold iff | ^ | p is a homology n-manifold and clearly \K\Ris orientable 
iff \K\P is orientable. Thus the theorem remains true over any real closed field R. In 
fact the proof in [ M ] by its combinatorial nature directly generalizes to any real closed 
field. In particular the explicit description of the duality isomorphisms in [ M ] takes 
over to any real closed field R. 
Let now Af be a homology n-manifold over R and let Ba A be semialgebraic 
subsets of Af. We choose a triangulation i//:\K\ ^ M which is good on A and B. 
Without loss of generality we assume that A f = | A l and ^ is the identity mapping. Let 
Kx and Lx be the abstract cores of A and B respectively. Thus | | and \LX\ are the 
largest complete subcomplexes of \K\ contained in A and B respectively, and 
(1) H*(A,B;G)*IP(Kl9Li;G) 
for every q>0 and every abelian group G. Now the first barycentric subdivision of 
our triangulation is also good on M\A and A f \ 2 * (cf. Prop. 2.4). Clearly Kx and L j are 
the abstract cores of A f N I ^ J and A f X I L J with respect to the barycentric subdivision 
of f^. Thus 
(2) i/<(4> * i ; G) s / ^ ( A f X I L J , M\\Kt I; G)•. 
The triangulation \j/ is good on all the sets M\\Lxl M\B9 M\\KX\9 M\A. The sets 
M\\LX\ and A f \ 2 * have the same abstract core and the sets A f \ | ^ | and M\A 
the same abstract core K2 with respect to Thus 
(3) Hq(M\\LxU M\\KX\\ G)^Hq(L29 K29G)^Hq(M\B9 M\A; G). 
Taking into account the isomorphisms (1), (2), (3) we obtain from Theorem 5. 6 a weak 
version of a semialgebraic Alexander-Poincarä duality theorem. 
Theorem 5.7. Let Be: A be semialgebraic subsets of a homology n-manifold Af 
over R. Then for every q^O 
Hq(A, B; Z/2)^Hn_q(M\B, M\A; Z/2). 
If Af is orientable, then for every G 
Hq(A, B; G) s Hn_q(M\B, M\A; G). 
Remark 5.8. Using the classical simplicial definitions it is possible to define cup-
and cap-products in our semialgebraic (co)homology theory which do not depend on 
the chosen triangulations. Assume for simplicity that Af is connected. If we choose a 
generator rfM of Hn(M,l) if Af is orientable resp. of Hn(M,Z/2) if Af is not orientable, 
then the duality isomorphisms in Theorem 5. 7 are induced by the cap-product with 
this "fundamental class" rjM. In particular they are independent of the chosen triangu-
lation (cf. [M]). But Theorem 5. 7 as it stands suffices for the applications we have in 
mind. 
For any affine semialgebraic space Af over R we define the reduced homology 
group Hq(M9 G) in the usual way as the kernel of the natural homomorphism from 
H (Af, G) to Hq(*,G) induced by the map from Af to the one point space *. Similarly 
we define Hq(M,G) as the cokernel of the natural homomorphism from Hq(*,G) to 
Hq(M,G). Of course ßq(M,G) = Hq(M,G) and Hq(M,G) = Hq(M,G) for q>0. 
Writing down the long exact homology and cohomology sequences of the pair (A/, {a}) 
for some a e Af, we see that 
Hq(M,G)*Hq(M,a;G), Hq(M, a; G) * Hq(M, G) 
for every q ^  0 and G. 
Corollary 5.9 (Alexander duality). Let A be a non empty proper semialgebraic 
subset of the sphere Sn(R). Then for every q^.0 and every G there exists an isomorphism 
Hq(A, G) ^ Hn_q_1(Sn(R)\A9 G). 
Proof Applying Theorem 5.7 to Af = Sn(R), A, and B:={a} with some point 
a € A we obtain 
Hq(A, G)^Hn_q(Sn(R)\{a}, Sn(R)\A; G). 
Now Sn(R)\{a} is semialgebraically isomorphic to Rn by stereographic projection. 
Thus Sn(R)\{a} is contractible. The long reduced exact homology sequence for 
(Sn(R)\{a},Sn(R)\A) yields 
Hn.q(Sn(R)\{a}, S»(R)\A; G)^Rn.q.x(S°(R)\A, G). Q . E . D . 
We mention some applications of the duality theorems 5. 7 and 5. 9 to the geometry 
of spheres obtained in the same way as in the classical theory. 
Theorem 5.10. Let Af be a homology n-manifold over R which is not orientable. 
Then there does not exist an injective semialgebraic map from M to Sn+1(R). 
Proof We may assume that Af is connected. Suppose / : Af —• Sn*i(R) is an 
injective semialgebraic map. Then / is a semialgebraic isomorphism from Af onto the 
semialgebraic subspace N:=f(M) of S n + 1 ( * ) , cf. [ D K ] , 9. 8. By Alexander duality 
H°(Sn+1 (R)\N, Z)äHn(N, Z) = 0. 
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Thus also Ho(Sn+1(R)\N,Z) = 0, and we obtain, again by Alexander duality, 
0 = Ho{Sn+l (R)\N, 1/2) £ fF(N, 2/2) £ 2/2, 
a contradiction. (Notice that n > 0.) Q. E. D . 
Theorem 5.11. Let M be a closed semialgebraic subset of Sn+1(R), n^l. Assume 
that M is a homology n-manifold with k connected components. Then Sn+1(R)\M has 
k+1 connected components. 
Proof. Af is orientable by Theorem 5. 10. Alexander duality yields 
H0 ( S " + 1 (R)\Af, Z) s //"(Af, Z) = //"(Af, Z ) . 
By a special case of Poincare duality 
/ / " ( A / , Z ) ^ / / 0 ( M , Z ) . 
This gives the theorem. {Theorem 5. 10 is not really necessary for the proof, since we 
could equally work with Z/2 as coefficients.} 
Corollary 5.12 (Generalized Jordan curve theorem). Let f: Sn(R) —• S " + 1 (/J) be an 
infective semialgebraic map with image Af. Then Sn+1(R)\M has precisely two connected 
components Q and C 2 . Both open sets Cx and C2 have the boundary Af. 
Proof, f is a semialgebraic isomorphism from SH(R) onto Af. The first assertion 
is contained in Theorem 5. 11. By elementary dimension theory the set Cx u C2 is 
dense in Sn+l(R), cf. [ D K ] , 13. 1. Let x be a given point in Af. Suppose x is not 
contained in the boundary of Cx. Then x is contained in the boundary of C2. Let 
Af' = M \ { x } . This is a contractible space. Clearly S " + 1 C R ) \ A f ' has two connected 
components Q and C 2 u {x}. But by Alexander duality 
H0 ( S " + 1 (R)\Af', Z ) s //"(Af', Z) = 0. 
This is a contradiction. Thus every point of Af lies in the boundary of Ct. 
By a well known classical argument [Do], p. 79 we obtain from the generalized 
Jordan curve theorem 
Theorem 5.13 (Invariance of domain). Let U be an open semialgebraic subset of R" 
and let f: U —• Rn be an infective semialgebraic map. Then f(U) is again open (and semi-
algebraic) in R". 
§ 6. Local triviality of semialgebraic families 
The last two sections may foster the impression that it is a more or less trivial 
matter to transfer results on the homology of real algebraic varieties to algebraic 
varieties over any real closed field R. This impression is misleading, at least at our 
present state of knowledge. Up to now we have only applied the "obvious" transfer 
method. The success of this method depends on an extraordinary thorough combinatorial 
understanding of the given classical situation. 
We now provide the tools for another transfer method, to be explicated in the 
next sections. 
Lemma 6.1. Let PX(X9 T)9..., P5(X9 T) be non zero polynomials in 
Then there exists a linear transformation 
71 — 37 + ^27, r 2 = ^+*237,..., T r ^ T f ^ a r . x T r 9 Tr = arTr 
overR ( ö r * 0 ) such that the transformed polynomials Pk(X9 T):=Pk(X9 T) are of the form 
Pk(X9 T) = b0kmTr«* + blk(X9 71 , . . . , TZ-JT^-i + .-. + b^X, 71 rr,x) 
with non zero polynomials bok(X) e R[Xl9..., . 
More precisely it is true that the set of points (al9..., ar) e Rr which yield such 
a transformation contains a non empty Zariski open subset of Rr. The easy proof may 
be left to the reader. We shall use the lemma only in the following weaker form, which 
is needed to take benefit from Lemma 1.1. 
Corollary 6.2. Let PX(X9 T)9..., PS(X9 T) be non zero polynomials in 
Then after performing a suitable linear transformation of the coordinates Ti9...9Tr there 
exists a non empty Zariski open subset U of Rn such that the leading coefficient 
bok(X9 Ti9...9 Tr-.x) of every polynomial Pk(X9 T) with respect to Tr has no zeros on 
UxR'-1. 
We now consider semialgebraic subsets of a product RnxRm. We denote by 
prx: R"xRm-+ Rn the natural projection of Rn x Rm to the first factor. 
Proposition 6.3. Let N be an open semialgebraic subset of Rn and M19..., Mr be 
semialgebraic subsets of Rn x Rm. Then there exists an open semialgebraic subset U of Rn 
with dim (Rn\U)<n such that for every connected component B of U n N the following 
holds true: 
B is contractible into every point yeB. Given a point yeB, the retraction r:B->{y} 
and a (semialgebraic) homotopy H: B x [0,1] —• B between the identity and r, there 
exists a retraction s: B x Rm-+ {y} x Rm and a homotopy K:(Bx Rm) x [0,1]. -> B x Rm 
between the identity and s with the following properties: 
i) The diagram 
RlXl9...9Xn9Tl9...9Tr-] ( * ^ l , r ^ l ) . 
R[_Xi9..Xn9 Tl9..., 7^]. 
(BxRm)x[091] K BxRm 
Bx[091] H B 
commutes. 
ii) s and K yield for every Mj by restriction a retraction 
Sj: (B x Rm) n Mi ({y) x Rm) n M} 
and a homotopy 
Kj: [ (£ x Rm) n A/ , ] x [0, 1] — (B x Rm) n Mj 
between the identity and sjt 
iii) For every xeB the retraction s gives by restriction a semialgebraic isomorphism 
sx:{x}xRm ^ {y}xRm 
which maps ({x} x Rm) n M} onto ({y} x Rm) n Mj for 1 ^j^r. 
iv) If H does not move the point y then K does not move any point in {y}x Rm. 
Proof We use induction on m. For m = 0 the assertion follows from the triangu-
lation theorem 2. 1. Indeed, choose a simultaneous triangulation of Rn, N9 Afi9..., Mr 
and define U as the union of all open /i-simplices in R*. 
Assume now that m ^ l and that the proposition is already proved for m —1. 
Let Pk{Xl9...9Xn9Tl9...9Tm) be non zero polynomials in R[Xl9..., Xn9 Tl9..., T J , 
1 ^k<Ls9 such that each Af,., 1 £j£r9 is a finite union of sets of the form 
{(x9 t)eRnxRm\P^ix, t) = 0, Pkl(x, /) > 0 , . . . , Pkh(x91)>0} 
or 
{(x, t)eRnxRm\Pki(x, 0 >0 , . . . , Pkh(x91) >0} 
with k09...9khe{l9 29... 9 s}. After a suitable linear transformation of the coordinates 
Tl9. ..9Tm we may assume that the leading coefficient ak(Xl9..., Xn9 Tl9..Tm_x) of 
every polynomial Pk with respect to Tm has no zeros on U1xRm'i9 with U1 a non 
empty Zariski open subset of Rn (Corollary 6. 2). We now apply Lemma 1.1. We let 
the one set £ / 1 x / ? m " 1 play the role of the family ( A f , | j = l , . . . , r) in Lemma 1.1, 
(Xl9..Xn9 Tl9..., TM_X) the role of (Xl9.. .9Xn)9 Tm the role of T and Pl9..., Ps the 
d 
role of Pi9..., Pp. Choose a decomposition UlxRm~l= (J Ak and semialgebraic func-
tions Af, 1 ^i^r(k)9 as described in Lemma 1.1. Without loss of generality we assume 
that A{(x)<0 and Xhr{k)(x)>0 for all xeAk. {Consider if necessary in addition to the 
polynomials Pl9..., Ps the polynomials 7^+1, Tm — 1.} 
We apply our induction hypothesis to the open semialgebraic subset N n Ux of /?" 
and the semialgebraic subsets ^4^. . . , Ad of /? n x J? 1"" 1. Thus there exists a semialgebraic 
open subset C/cz C/j of /?" with dim (R"\ U)<n such that for every connected component 
B of U n JV the following holds true: B is contractible into every point yeB. Given 
a point ^ 6 B9 the retraction r : B —• {.y} and a homotopy i / : B x [0,1] —• B between 
the identity and r, there exist a retraction s':Bx Rm~l —+ {y} x Rm~l and a homotopy 
K':(Bx Rm~x) x [0,1] B x Rm~l between the identity and s\ which have the prop-
erties i)—iv) stated in the proposition with Rm replaced by R"1"1 and the Af,. replaced 
by the Ak9 l^k^d. 
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We write B x Rm as the disjoint union BxRm= [) C,, where C, runs through the 
1=1 
following finitely many semialgebraic sets (recall ii) in Lemma 1.1): 
Dki:={(x^(x))\xeAkn(BxRm-1)}9 l^k^d, l^i^r(k); 
Ekr.= {(x,t)\xeAkn(BxRm-1),%(x)<t<^ l^k^d, l £ i g r ( * ) - l ; 
Fk: = {(x, t)\xeAk n (BxRm~l), t<A\(x)}, l^k^d; 
Gk:= {(x, t)\xeAkn(Bx Rm'x)9 t>#(Jk)(x)}, l^k^d. 
We conclude from Lemma 1. 1 iii) that the polynomials Pl9..., Ps have constant sign 
{+ i ? _ i 5 or 0} on each C,, hence every set Mj n(Bx Rm) is the union of some sets 
Cx. We lift the homotopies K'\\_Ak n(Bx /J"1"1)] x [0, 1], l^k^d, to homotopies 
A J : C , x [ 0 , 1 ] - * C „ l^l^N, 
as follows: 
1) C, = A , : 
#(*)), 0 := (*'(*, 0, '))), (' e [0,1]). 
2) q = 4 , : 
+ ( l - M ) # + i (*'(*>'))), fre [0,1], 0< /I<1) . 
3) C ^ F , : 
/U*(x)), * )H* ' (*> 0, | i A } ( r ( x , 0)), G*> 1). 
4) C; = G*: 
The maps fit together to a semialgebraic homotopy 
K: ( £ x JT) x [0,1] B x Rm, 
as is easily verified using the properties iv)—vii) of Lemma 1. 1. {It is evident that K 
has a semialgebraic graph. Thus only continuity has to be checked.} Define s(x) := K(x, 1) 
for xeBx Rm. Then the retractions s: Bx Rm-*{y} x Rm and the homotopy K have 
the desired properties i)—iv), as follows from the corresponding properties of s' and K'. 
Q . E . D . 
Remark. We shall need from Proposition 6. 3 only the existence of the retraction s 
with the properties ii) and iii). The homotopy statements in i), ii), iv) have been included 
to make the idea of the proof "moving the fibre" more transparent. 
We now prove a stronger and at the same time simpler theorem than Proposition 6. 3 
on the "local triviality" of semialgebraic families. 
Theorem 6.4. Let f:M—+N be a semialgebraic map between affine semialgebraic 
spaces, and let A f l 9 . . . , Mr be semialgebraic subsets of M. Then there exists a decomposi-
u 
tion N= ( J Bx of N into finitely many disjoint semialgebraic subsets Bx, for every Bx 
some affine semialgebraic space Fx with semialgebraic subsets Fx l 9 . . Fx r , and semi-
algebraic isomorphisms <px :f~1 (Bx) ^ BxxFx such that for every k e { 1 , . . . , u)the following 
holds true: 
a) The diagram 
f-l{Bk) >BkxFk 
commutes. 
b) (PA(MJ nf~l(Bx)) = Bxx FXjfor l :S / ' j£ r . 
Remarks. 1) It is not necessary to state anew contractibility for the Bx, since it 
is evident from the triangulation theorem 2.1 that the Bx can always be chosen as 
contractible into every point. 
2) The theorem states generic local triviality. Indeed, if TV is embedded into some 
Rn, then it follows from the theorem that there exists some Zariski closed subset Z of Rn 
such that N\Z is not empty and the family Af, Ml9..., Af r lies trivially over every 
connected component of N\Z with respect to / . The theorem contains nothing more. 
3) A theorem similar to Theorem .6. 4 has in the case Ä = P first been proved 
by R. Hardt [H] , p. 295. Hardt states generic local triviality only for the map / itself 
without considering subsets of Af. His theorem contains a further statement which we 
also could prove but do not need here. Varchenko [V] and Wallace [W] have proven 
our theorem for R=R with homeomorphisms <px instead of semialgebraic isomorphisms. 
The proofs of all three authors are rather different from our proof. 
Proof We proceed by induction on n:=dimN. The case H = 0 is trivial. Assume 
n > 0. Triangulating N and regarding the partition of N into open simplices we retreat 
to the case that N is the open standard n-simplex in R". We choose a fixed embedding 
of Af into some Rm. We have a commutative diagram 
M = >T(f) 
f \ /prt\r<j) 
N 
with prt:RnxRm-+Rn the natural projection and a the evident isomorphism x (fix), x) 
from Af to the "switched graph" o f / . Replacing M9fiMl9...9Mr by NxRm9 
prl9 a(Af), OL{MX)9. . . , a(Af r) we assume since now that M—NxRm and f=prv We 
apply Proposition 6. 3 and gain an open semialgebraic subset Nt=*U n N with the 
properties stated there and d i m ( N \ N 1 ) < n . Let (Bx\l^k^v) denote the family of 
connected components of Nx. We choose in every Bx a point yx and introduce the semi-
algebraic subsets Fxl9..FXr of Fx:=Rm defined by 
{ ^ } x ^ = ( { ^ } x Ä M ) n M , . 
We then choose a homotopy Hx:Bxx [0,1] —• Bx from the identity to the retraction 
tx: Bx —• {yx} and gain a homotopy on Bx x Rm over Hx and a retraction 
* A : Ä A x / r - ^ { > > A } x / r 
with the properties i)—iv) stated in Proposition 6. 3. Write 
with a semialgebraic map (7A: Bx x Ä m —• Ä m . Now define q>x: Bxx Rm —> Bxx RM by 
<pA(x, 0 = (^,(7A(x, /)). 
q>x is by property iii) a bijective semialgebraic map. By Theorem 5.13 (Invariance of 
domain) <px is also open, hence a semialgebraic isomorphism. Again by property iii) 
(px maps (Bx x Rm) n Mj onto Bx x Fx j 9 Thus properties a) and b) of the theorem hold 
true for these (px. Application of the induction hypothesis to the restriction 
o f / a n d the subsets Mj n / ' ^ J V N ^ ) , l ^ y ^ r , of fl(N\Nt) finishes the proof. 
Remark. The theorem on the invariance of domain can be avoided in this proof 
by embedding R" x Rm into RnxSmcRnx Rm+X and then applying Proposition 6. 3 to 
R n x R m + l t h e s u b s e t R n x S m ^ ^ o f t h e ^ j t c a n t h e n ^ i n a n 
elementary way that the bijective semialgebraic map <px: Bx x ST—• Bx x ST obtained 
from the retraction sx is an isomorphism. Indeed, every point xeBx has a complete 
neighbourhood N in Bx and <px yields a bijection from Nx ST to Nx Sm which must 
be an isomorphism by [ D K ] , 9. 8. 
We close this section with an application of Theorem 6. 4 to the local geometry 
of semialgebraic subsets of Rn of independent interest. We denote for any e > 0 by De the 
closed ball of radius £ with center at the origin 0, and by Se the boundary of De. For 
any semialgebraic subset M of Rn we denote by Me the intersection Af n Se. For a 
semialgebraic subset N of Se we denote by C(N) the cone 
C(N):={tx\0^t^l9xeN} 
over iV with vertex 0. 
Theorem 6.5 (cf. [W] for R=P). Let Ml9. ..9Mr be semialgebraic subsets of R" 
which all contain the point 0. Then there exists an element ri>0 in R and for every 
ß e ] 0 , til a semialgebraic automorphism q>t of Dz with the following properties: 
0 <f>* preserves the euclidean norm9 \\q>e(x)\\ = ||JC|| for every x e De. 
ii) <pt(x) = x for every x e Se. 
iii) (pe maps Mj n Dt onto C(Mj e) for 1 Sj^r. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 6.4 to the semialgebraic map / : / ?"—• [0, oo[ defined 
by / (*)= ||x|| and the semialgebraic sets Ml9..., Af r in Rn. We obtain a finite sequence 
0 <1i <rli < <*lt in R such that the family (Rn9 Mu..., Af r) is semialgebraically 
trivial over every interval ]0, rjxl, f / 2 [ , . . o o [ with respect to / In particular 
there exists for every ee ]0 , ^ [ a semialgebraic isomorphism 
ij,e:Z)£\{0} * ] 0 , 8] X S £ , X H (||x||, *,(*)), 
with a retraction sE: DE\{0} —» SE which maps every set M} n (Z>£\{0}) onto A/,. £ . 
Composing ^ £ with the semialgebraic isomorphism 
] 0 , 6 ] x S i ^ f l l \ { 0 } , ( / ^ ) K e - l v 
we obtain a semialgebraic automorphism q>e of f>£\{0} which preserves the norm and 
is the identity on SE and maps Af, n (Z>£\{0}) onto C(MjE)\{0} for l ^ y ^ r . This 
automorphism <p£ extends to a semialgebraic automorphism <pt of Z)£ with <p£(0) = 0, and 
<p£ has all the required properties. 
Remark 6.6. Let Af be a complete semialgebraic subset of Rn (complete for 
simplicity) and let Mu..., Mr be closed semialgebraic subsets of Af which all contain 
the origin 0. Then the local conic structure 
( M n Z>£, Mx n Z> £ , . . . , Mr n DE) * (C(M £ ) , C ( M 1 > £ ) , . . C ( M r , £ ) ) 
stated in Theorem 6. 5 can be identified with the local conic structure given by a 
suitable simultaneous triangulation ^ : |AT| ^ Af of A/ , Ml9..Mr (cf. § 2) which has 0 
as a vertex. Indeed, let £>E denote the interior DE\SE of DE. We can choose a triangula-
tion 
<p:\L\*M\£>E 
of M\f>E which simultaneously triangulates all the sets ME9Mj\ÖE9 MJE ( l « S / g r ) . 
Adding the cones over all closed simplices of Af£ to this triangulation we obtain by 
use of Theorem 6. 5 a simultaneous triangulation ^ : \K\ ^ Af of Af, A f l f . . . , Mr such 
that the link of 0 in Af, A f l 5 . . . , Af r is Af c, Mx £,..., MrE respectively and the simplicial 
neighbourhood of 0 is Af n Z)£, Mx n Z ) £ , . . . , Af r n DE respectively. 
§ 7. Generalization of a theorem of Milnor 
Theorem 7.1. Let fl9.. .9ft be polynomials in n variables over a real closed field R, 
all of degree ^d. Let 
M:=&(fl9...9fcR) = {xeR"\fi(x) = 09i^i^t} 
denote the set of common zeros of these polynomials in Rn. Let further 
hq(M):=dimHq(M9K) 
denote the q-th Betti number of Af with respect to an arbitrarily chosen field K of 
coefficients. Then 
£ hq(M)^d(2d-iy-1 
In particular Af has at most d(2d— l)""1 connected components. 
This theorem has been proved by Milnor [ M ] in the case R=R. A similar theorem 
has been proved by Thorn [T]. Both authors use Morse theory as their main tool. 
We now want to explain how it can be seen starting from the known case R = R that 
the theorem holds true over an arbitrary real closed field R. 
As before let RQ denote the real closure of the field 0 of rational numbers, i.e. 
the algebraic closure of O in R It is evident that the theorem holds true over RQ. 
Indeed, for any system fl9.. ,9ft of polynomials in RQ[X19. .., XJ the semialgebraic 
space £(fl9.. *JT\ Ro) y i e l d s t h e semialgebraic space X(fl9...,ft;P) by base extension 
from RQ to #?. Thus these two spaces have the same Betti numbers. 
We fix natural numbers n ^ l , < / ^ l , ; ^ l . W e introduce the vector space P = P(n9 d) 
over RQ consisting of all polynomials in RQ[X19. . . , A"J of degree ^d. We further 
introduce the algebraic subset 
K = V(n9 d91) := {(x9fl9...,jj) e R% x P*\fx (x) = • •. = 0} 
of R% x P* and the natural projection 
n:V^P\ (x,>l Jg>»—CÄ JO-
According to Theorem 6.4 there exists a finite partition (AJOLEI) of Pf into semi-
algebraic sets and commutative diagrams 
A* 
with suitable affine semialgebraic spaces Fa over RQ and semialgebraic isomorphisms q>a. 
Subjecting all spaces and maps to base extension from RQ to R we obtain the partition 
(AA(R)\aeI) of P(R)' into semialgebraic sets and commutative diagrams 
MR) 
with semialgebraic isomorphisms <paR. Notice that P(R)9 V(R) and nR have the same 
meaning as P9 V9 n with RQ replaced by R. 
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Let now 01,...,f) be a given point in P(R)F. Then 
• - ^ = m . • • J f ; Ä) x (OS,. • • JD) S ^ T t f , . • .,Jf; * ) . 
Let a denote the index in / with e Choose any point . . , g f) e / l a . 
The fibres of nR at 0 £ , . . . , / ) and ( & , . . . , & ) are semialgebraically isomorphic. Thus 
(7.2.) W i v . , / ; i ? ) ^ % . . , f t ; i t ) = % . . , f t ; W ( i ! ) . 
In particular, &(fu...,/*; Ä) has the same Betti numbers as 2(gu..g,; / ^ ) , and thus 
the sum of these Betti numbers is ^d(2d— l ) " " 1 . 
§ 8. Local Euler characteristic and fundamental class 
For any pair (Af, A) of affine semialgebraic spaces over R we denote as usual 
by / (Af , y4) the Euler characteristic of the pair with respect to the coefficient group Z , 
X(M,A):= £ (-l)<rkHq(M,A;Z). 
We are interested in the "local Euler characteristic" / (Af, Af \{x} ) of Af at a point 
x e Af. If Af is embedded into some RN with x = 0, and if £ > 0 is chosen in R small 
enough such that Af n De has the conic structure described in Theorem 6. 5, then by 
well known arguments (Af £ :=Af n Se) 
(8.1) / ( M , M \ { x } ) = l - / ( A / , ) . 
Indeed, by the excision theorem 4. 6 
tf,(Af, M\{x})^Hq(M n Z)£, (Af n Z>J\{*}) = #,(C(M £ ) , C ( M £ ) \ { 0 } ) , 
and since C(Af £) is contractible 
x(C(Af £), C(Af £ ) \{0})= 1 - / ( C ( A f £ ) \ { 0 } ) = 1 - * ( A f £ ) . 
In the same way we see that if x has a complete neighbourhood N in Af and \j/:\K\ ^ N 
is a triangulation of N then (cf. § 5, Def. 1) 
(8. 2) X(M, M\{x}) = 1 -z(LkK{+-Hx))) -
Theorem 8.3. Let V be a quasiprojective variety over R. Then for every x e V(R) 
the local Euler characteristic / ( K ( / ? ) , K(/?) \{JC}) is odd. 
In the case R=R this theorem is due to Sullivan [Su]. A complete proof has 
been given by Burghelea and Verona in [ B V ] , § 4 and then another proof by Hardt [ H J . 
A l l these authors consider more generally analytic sets and use transcendental tools. 
Starting from the case R=R we now prove Theorem 8. 3 in general. Again, it is 
already clear that the theorem holds true for R = RQ, since then base extension from 
R to R is possible. For arbitrary R we retreat by excision to the case (notations 
from § 7) 
V{R) = S{fl,...,Ji\R)ciEr 
with some polynomials fl9.. .9ft in R[Xl9..XJ. Then by (7. 2) there exist polynomials 
gl9..., gt in RQ[Xl9..., XJ such that for the semialgebraic space M:= 2£(gl9..., gt; RQ) 
over RQ we have a semialgebraic isomorphism a : V(R) ^ M(R). For any point x e 
X(V(R)9 V(R)\{x})=X{M(R)9 M(R)\{OL(X)}). 
We now make use of a lemma which we shall prove below. 
Lemma 8.4. Lei N be an affine semialgebraic space over some real closed field R 
and let R be some real closed field containing R. Then for every point x e N(R) there 
exists a semialgebraic automorphism q> of N(R) such that <p{x) e N. 
According to this lemma there exists a point ye M such that 
x(M(R)9 M(R)\{<x(x)})=X(M(R)9 M(R)\{y})=x(M, M\{y})9 
which is an odd number. 
The proof of Lemma 8. 4 is easy. Choosing a triangulation of N over R we may 
' assume that N is a geometric simplicial complex in some space RM. Let S be the open 
simplex of N such that S(R) contains x. Choose some poin ty in 5. Then the closed 
simplex S(R) over R may be regarded as the cone over (dS)(R) with new vertex x 
and also as the cone over (öS) (R) with new vertex y. Thus we have an evident semi-
algebraic automorphism x of S(R) which maps x to y and keeps every point of (d§) (R) 
fixed. Extend x by the identity to a semialgebraic automorphism \jt of N(R). Then ij/ 
maps N(R) to N(R) and <p:=il/\N(fi) is an automorphism of N(R) as desired. 
As already observed by Sullivan Theorem 8. 3 deserves particular interest in 
connection with the following purely combinatorial lemma. 
Lemma 8.5. Let K be an arbitrary abstract simplicial complex and let K' denote 
the first barycentric subdivision of K. For any k ^  dim K we introduce the chain 
s * : =£(<r<)< 
in the oriented abstract chain complex Ck(K'9Z) with (o0<^<ak) running through all 
k-simplices offC (cf. § 2, Def. 7 for notations). Write 
dSk = 2a(T 0 < . - < xk_x)(T0 < . . . < xk_x) 
with ( T 0 < - - - < T K _ 1 ) running through the (k-1)-simplices of K. Then for every such 
(k—\y simplex 
a ( T 0 < . < T k _ 1 ) = ^ ( L ^ , ( T J K _ 1 ) ) mod 2. 
The proof is a "pleasant combinatorial exercise" [Su] which may safely be left 
to the reader. 
Let now V be any quasiprojective variety over R and let Af be a connected 
component of V(R). Assume that Af is complete and has dimension n. Let ^ : \K\ Af 
be a triangulation of Af. According to (8. 2) and Theorem 8. 3 all the chains Sk given 
in Lemma 8. 5 yield cycles Sk modulo 2. Taking the image of the class [ S J e Hk(K'9Z/2) 
under the natural isomorphism from Hk(K'9Z/2) to Hk(M9Z/2) we obtain homology 
classes 
5 i ( A f , ^ ) 6 i / , ( M , Z / 2 ) . 
Clearly 
S0(M^)=X(M) mod 2. 
We now have a closer look at the top cycle Sn e Cn(K'9Z/2) for a given triangula-
tion \jt: \K\ ^ Af. Replacing V by the Zariski closure of Af, if necessary, we assume that 
dim V—n. Then the intersection Af n VTCg(R) of Af with the Zariski-open subset Vxt% of 
regular points of V is not_ empty. We denote by Nl9...9Nr the connected components 
of M n VTeg(R) and by Nl9...9Nr the closures of Nl9...9Nr in Af. Let dN{ be the 
boundary of N(. We assume furthermore that ^ is a simultaneous triangulation of Af, 
Nl9..., Nr9 dffl9..., dNr which is good on all these spaces. Let £, be the abstract core 
of N( and 1^ be the abstract core of dNt ( 1 ^ / ^ r ) . We identify Af with \K\9 Nt with 
dN( with m ( l g / ^ r ) via \jt and identify Hn(K'9Z/2) with Hn(M9Z/2)9 
Hn(K;9L:9Z/2) with Hn(Ni9dNi9Z/2). 
r 
Clearly ( J ^ is the union of all closed w-simplices of Af. Let f be any chain in 
Cn(K'9Z/2). We denote by T( the sum of all w-simplices which appear in T and are 
contained in fy. Obviously we have 
Assume now that T is a cycle. Then the boundary of T( is contained in dNt. Thus 
we get natural homomorphisms 
a,: //„(Af, Z/2) / /„(#, , dN{; Z/2) 
mapping [ f ] to We notice in passing that a, is the composite of the natural 
map from Hn(M9Z/2) to //„(Af, M\Nt; Z/2) with the excision isomorphism from 
Hn(M9M\Nt;Z/2) to Hn(Ni9dNt;Z/2) (cf. Remark 4.7). We call a,, the "restriction 
map to N". 
We consider the homomorphism 
a = (<xl9..., a r ) : Hn(M9 Z/2) -+ ® Hn(N(> W1 *ß) • 
Since d imAf = / i the abstract simplicial complex does not contain any (w+1)-
simplices. We conclude that every non zero cycle in Cn(K'9Z/2) (resp. in Cn(K[9 Ij';Z/2)) 
yields a non zero element of //„(Af, Z/2) (resp. of //„(#*, dN^Z/2)). From this remark 
it is evident that the map a is injective. To study the question whether a is surjective 
we need the following 
Lemma 8.6. Let f e Cn(K[9Z/2) be a non zero cycle. Then f is the sum of all 
n-simplices of K which are contained in Ni9 i.e. T=Sni. 
Proof. Let Ax be the union of those closed simplices which appear in f and let 
A2 be the union of those closed /i-simplices which do not appear in f. Assume that A2 is 
not empty. Then BX:=AX n Nt and B2:—A2nNi are both closed non empty semi-
algebraic subsets of N( with N( = BX u B2. Since N( is connected, the intersection Bx n B2 
is not empty, hence contains an open simplex D of \K'\. The barycentric subdivision 
ij/' of ^ is good on Ni9 therefore at least one vertex e of D lies in N( and then also in 
Bx n B2. Let A" , A?', Z^' be the second barycentric subdivision of K, ä;., I^9 i.e., the 
first barycentric subdivision of K'9 K[9 L^. The simplicial neighbourhood NK.(e) of e is 
completely contained in N(. Since Nt is an ^-dimensional semialgebraic manifold we 
conclude as in the proof of Corollary 5. 2 that the link LkK..{e) of e with respect to 
K" is homotopy equivalent to the unit sphere Sn'1(R). From the long exact homology 
sequence of the pair (NK„(e)9 LkK„(e)) we learn that 
Hn(NK„(e)9 LkK..(e\9Zß)^Zß. 
Let Zx be the sum of those «-simplices of NK.,(e) which are contained in Bl9 and let 
Z 2 be the sum of those w-simplices of NK..(e) which are contained in B2. Both chains 
are non zero. Since Zx is the "local part" of the barycentric subdivision of f at e 
and since the boundary of f is contained in dNi9 the boundary of Zx must be contained 
in LkK..(e)9 i.e., Zx is a cycle in Cn(NK..(e)9 Lk^(e);Z/2). Z2 is the "local complement" 
at e of Zx in the barycentric subdivision of Sn which is a cycle in Cn(K'\Z/2)9 hence 
we conclude that also Z 2 is a cycle. Since K" does not contain (n + l)-simplices Z t and 
Z 2 yield two different non zero homology classes in Hn(NK„(e)9 LkK..(e)\Zß) and we 
obtain a contradiction. Thus A2 is empty, which means that f is the union of all 
closed w-simplices contained in Nr 
Lemma 8. 6. implies that 
Hn(Ni9 ÖN{; Z/2) = {0, [S„, J } ^ Z / 2 . 
Thus the homology class Sn(M, i//) in Hn(M9Zß) has the property that its restriction 
to generates Hn(Ni9 dNt;Zß) for every ie { 1 , . . . , r}, and since a is injective, it is the 
only homology class in Hn(M9Zß) with this property. In particular Sn(M91//) does not 
depend on the chosen triangulation Henceforth we write Sn(M) instead of Sn(M9 
and call Sn(M) the fundamental class of Af. 
Assume now that V is normal. Then the codimension of the complement of 
Af n Vre%(R) in Af is at least 2. Thus dNt has dimension at most / i —2. This implies 
r 
that every chain in Cn(K'9 Z/2) whose boundary is contained in ( J dN( is in fact a cycle. 
i = l 
In particular the natural map 
Hn(Ni9Zß)^Hn(Ni9dNt;Zß) 
is an isomorphism. Now the natural maps from Hn(Ni9 Z/2) to Hn(M9 Z/2) yield a section 
of a, and we see that a is bijective. 
Altogether we have proved 
Theorem 8.7. Let V be a quasiprojective variety over a real closed field R. Let Af 
be a connected component of V(R) which is a complete semialgebraic space of dimension n. 
Assume that also dim V=n. Let Nl9..., Nr denote the connected components of the set 
of regular points in M. We introduce the natural restriction map (x{from Hn(M9Z/2) to 
Hm(Ni9dNi;Z/2)9 l ^ / ' ^ r , and the homomorphism 
a = ( a i , . . . , o 0 : Hn(M9 Z/2) - © Hn(Ni9 dNt; Z/2). 
i = l 
Then 
Hn{Ni9dNi9Z/2)^Z/29 
and the image a l(Sn(Af)) of the fundamental class 
Sn(M)eHn(M9Z/2) 
is the generator of Hn(Ni9 dN^Z/2) (l^i^r). Moreover the map a is infective. If V is 
normal9 then 
and the map a is bijective. 
If V is normal, then we call the generator of Hn(Ni9 Z/2) the fundamental class 
Sn(N{) of Nv Identifying Hn(M9Z/2) with the direct sum of the Hn(Ni9Z/2) via the 
canonical maps Hn(Ni9Z/2)-> Hn(M9Z/2) we have 
S n(Af) = S„(iV1) + - + 5 l l(JV r). 
We mention another property of the fundamental class. 
Proposition 8.8. Let V be a quasiprojective variety over a real closed field R. Let 
M be a connected component of V(R) which is a complete semialgebraic space of 
dimension n. Then for all xe VTtg(R) n M the image of the fundamental class S„(M) 
of M under the natural homomorphism 
Hn(M9 Z/2) -+ Hn(M9 M\{x}9 Z/2) 
is a non zero generator of Hn(M9 M\{x}9Z/2). 
Proof We may assume that V is the Zariski-closure of M. We fix a point x 
in Vrn(R)nM. Let \//:\K\^ M be a triangulation as above. Assume that x is a 
vertex and that the simplicial neighbourhood NK*(x) of x is contained in VTCg(R) n Af. 
JVjrWM*} is homotopy equivalent to LkK>(x). By excision we get 
Hn(M9 M\{x};Z/2)*Hn{NK,(x)9 NK.(x)\{x};Z/2)*HH{NK>(x)9 LkK.(x);Z/2). 
Using similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 8. 6 we see that 
Hn(NK.(x)9 LkK.(x);Z/2)*Z/2 
and is generated by the sum of those w-simplices of K which are contained in NK.{x). 
The assertion follows now immediately. 
The role and the meaning of the homology classes Sk(M9 \j/) with 0<k<n9 defined 
above, seems to be still mysterious even in the case R=P. We do not know whether 
these classes are independent of the choice of the triangulation. 
Added in proof. We now know that the semialgebraic space V(R) of real points of 
any algebraic variety V over R (separated, of finite type) is affine, cf. § 2 of our 
forthcoming paper "Retractions and homotopy extension in semialgebraic spaces". Thus 
the standard assumption in the present paper, that all occurring varieties are quasi-
projective, is not necessary. 
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